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Leo Born comes from Blumberg in 

the Black Forest and lives in 

Frankfurt/Main with his family. 

Already over 30,000 copies 

sold of Vol.1 since 

publication in December 

2018! 

An unorthodox strong female 

investigator

For fans of Stieg Larsson & 

Andreas Franz

Sample translation available
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Also available:

SILENT 

SCREAMS 

456 pages 

December 2018

BURNING SCARS

approx. 450 pages

September 2019

Leo Born 

SILENT SCREAMS 

BLIND VENGEANCE (Vol.1) is the first case for unconventional police detective Mara Billinsky, whose colleagues

call her behind her back „The Crow“. Tattoos, black clothes, tough on the outside: Mara Billinsky rubs people the

wrong way. More often than not, she investigates on her own and many of her colleagues have problems with her

work ethics. Mara Billinsky used to work in Düsseldorf. Now she returns as a major crime detective to her

hometown of Frankfurt, where she will investigate the most personal case of her life. But then the murder of Ivo

Karevic – king of the seedy underworld – challenges Mara to seize her chance to prove herself. As a result, she

puts herself in mortal danger.

SILENT SCREAM (Vol.2): One frosty morning, the police make a gruesome discovery in a field near Frankfurt:

seven children have been murdered. And it looks as if the victims had to suffer an dreadful martyrdom before their

death. There are fresh incisions on their bodies. Mara Billinsky is sick to the heart – and at the same time utterly

determined. She wants to catch the perpetrator at any cost. In the process, her idiosyncratic investigation methods

disgruntle not only her boss, but also the new attorney. But the “Crow“, as Mara is called by her colleagues,

remains persistent and thus gets on to a crime of such magnitude that it leaves her speechless.

BURNING SCARS (Vol.3): Police detective Mara Billinsky is haunted by her past: She is desperate to finally bring

her mother’s killers to justice. And she has also stress in her job. The brutal murder of a high-class hooker and a

bomb attack on the freeway are keeping everyone in the homicide division of the Frankfurt Police Department on

their toes. But then, from one moment to the next, the huntswoman turns into the hunted when a mysterious caller

warns her that the „wolf“ is in town and has her in his sights! By the time Mara realizes that she and her colleagues

are nothing but pawns in a cold blooded war, it is almost too late for „the Crow“.

LAUTLOSE SCHREIE 

461 pages

April 2019 

Gripping crime series against a dark backdrop 



Michelle Cordier is the pen 

name of a German author. She 

lives with her husband in North 

Rhine-Westphalia on the northern 

edge of the Sauerland region.

Murder, espionage, art theft, 

and the shadows of 

collaboration – a gripping 

mixture

Personable protagonists: an 

idealistic police inspector 

from the countryside and a 

young and strong-willed spy 

for the resistance

For readers of historical 

crime novels such as 

JACKDAWS by Ken Follett, 

or the novels of Volker 

Kutscher
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Also available:

THE DEAD OF PARIS

334 pp 

Juni 2018

Michelle Cordier 

THE PIGALLE FORGERIES

In THE PIGALLE FORGERIES, Pauline Ducat, a young art student and former spy for the

Resistance, and the idealistic inspector Jean Ricolet investigate their second case. This novel is full

of exciting historical details and facts.

Paris, 1945. The famous luxury hotel Lutetia, once frequented by the highest circles of Parisian

society, has temporarily become a shelter for former POWs and concentration camp inmates. When

Pauline Ducat, a young art student from an upper-class family, and her girlfriend want to visit the

girlfriend‘s fiancée at the Lutetia, they receive terrible news. After arriving at the hotel only recently,

the young man was found beaten to death in his room.

Since the case is politically explosive, Inspector Jean Ricolet, a close confidante of Pauline‘s since

their paths crossed in another case, is called in to investigate. At the scene of the crime, he finds the

printing plate for an English banknote; the origin puzzles him. While Ricolet probes the counterfeiting

milieu of Montmartre to learn about the plate, Pauline tries to obtain information in the world of the

rich and powerful about shady business dealings at Hotel Lutetia. Apparently, though, every attempt

is being made to prevent her. Only when Pauline finds herself in danger, does it become clear that

the person sabotaging the investigation is someone close to Pauline.

DIE BLÜTEN VON PIGALLE

320 pages

Paperback 

May 2019

Sophisticated entertainment in a crime thriller set against

the historical backdrop of Paris in the 1940s

CRIME NOVEL



Sage Dawkins, born in 1969, 

studied German and English 

Language and Literature, has an 

MBA, and a masters degree in 

screenwriting from a university in 

the UK. She works as a freelance 

author, as a movie editor, and as a 

translator, and she conducts 

lectures and workshops in the 

creative sector. She lives with her 

husband and three cats in 

Friedrichshafen and Croatia.

A fascinating protagonist, 

who has to choose sides, 

which means choosing 

between life and death

For readers of Mo Hayder

(Inspector Caffery), Sharon 

Bolton, and Claire Donoghue
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Sage Dawkins 

DARK RIVERBANKS

A serial killer strikes terror in London. When the tide is out, the bloodless bodies of several women

have washed ashore the banks of the Thames. Young art historian Julia makes an astounding

discovery: The killer uses the bodies to recreate scenes from classical works of art. This is the

reason why Inspector Stephen Lang hires the young woman to act as a consultant for him and his

team, as they continue to search for the serial killer.

It doesn’t take long and Julia suspects who might be behind the murders. At first, she is not sure

whether or not she should share her horrible suspicion with the inspector – but then the killer takes

her girlfriend hostage.

DUNKLE UFER 

447 pages

January 2019

Breathtaking suspense set against the gloomy backdrop of London



Thea Falken is the pen name of 

German author Astrid Freese. She 

was born in Saxonia in 1969 and 

holds a degree in business 

administration.  She worked as a 

Data Entry Clerk and wrote short 

stories for her daughter in her free 

time. Finally, she decided to pursue 

a career in writing. 

For readers of Karin Slaughter 

and Val McDermid

The prelude to a new thriller 

series set in Berlin
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Thea Falken 

WITH DEATH SO CLOSE

The crying of her nine-month-old daughter wakes Annika Ritter from her sleep, but when she comes

into the nursery, her baby has disappeared. Instead, there are small bloody handprints on the

wallpaper that spell out the words "Bye Mama." Panic-stricken, Annika asks Sebastian Suarek, her

best friend, to come to her aid. He then informs the police. But even before they arrive, Sebastian

finds another message from the kidnapper. It is a letter with a poem and an ultimatum next to it. He

quickly realizes that the kidnapper intends to play a malicious game with Annika: the poem is a

puzzle that Annika has to solve to receive the next clue – otherwise her little daughter will die.

At the same time, Chief Inspector Eric Weinsheim is called to a body. The dead woman is naked.

The perpetrator has burned the word “slut” onto her forehead and shot her in the eyes. Sebastian

Suarek's library card is discovered in the pool of blood underneath her. Weinsheim's colleagues

inform him that his suspect has just reported a kidnapping. Weinsheim drives to Annika's house with

his partner, where his suspicion is quickly aroused that the murder and the kidnapping are

connected.

While Sebastian is being interrogated, Annika's thoughts revolve around her daughter and the puzzle

she has to solve. She doesn’t want to sit idly by any longer and stages a distraction so she and

Sebastian can disappear. As they run from the police in search of the next clue, a wild chase through

Berlin ensues.

SO NAH DER TOD

396 pages

Paperback 

April 2019

A ruthless kidnapper, a treacherous psycho-puzzle, and a wild chase through Berlin



Mario Giordano was born in Munich 

in 1963 and studied psychology at the 

University of Düsseldorf. He writes 

novels, books for adolescents, and 

screenplays. He lives in Cologne.
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Also available:

AUNTIE POLDI 

AND THE 

SICILIAN LIONS

368 pp 

March 2014

AUNTIE POLDI 

AND THE 

FRUITS OF 

THE LORD

368 pp

March 2016 

AUNTIE POLDI 

AND 

GORGEOUS 

ANTONIO

352 pp

March 2019

Mario Giordano 

AUNTIE POLDI AND THE BLACK 

MADONNA

The fourth volume in the series is about envy, jealousy, blackmail, murder, whores, nuns, exorcists

and secret lodges, as well as about hermaphrodites, the fashion industry, the Catholic Church,

broken and healed hearts, and about the dark secret of Torre Archirafi and an even darker period in

Italy’s post-war history. Furthermore, though, it is – once again – about the beauty of Sicily, booze

and the lust for life, and this time it is also about – women. For this is something, about which Poldi

knows a thing or two as well.

Auntie Poldi’s birthday is just around the corner! Unfortunately, it doesn’t look like she is going to live

that long. The reason: When a young nun falls from the roof of the Apostolic Palace in Rome, Poldi

comes under suspicion. The only lead to the killer: the Black Madonna.

And this time, Poldi is dealing with extremely dangerous people. When on top of that everyone in

Torre Archirafi suddenly turns their backs on her, Poldi has had enough. Blunt and outspoken and

with a wig, she finds out why her friend, Signora Cocuzza, is always so sad and together with the

commissario of her heart, she wanders right into the killers’ crosshairs.

TANTE POLDI UND DIE 

SCHWARZE MADONNA

352 pages

Hardcover 

April 2019

CRIME NOVEL

Black madonnas, whores, and a conspiracy – Auntie Poldi’s fourth case 

“Giordano is a novelist of high 

skill and originality with an eye 

for eccentric comedy, 

idiosyncratic characters and vivid 

scenes. [...] this book is a 

masterly treat”

TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT 

“Cross Alexander McCall Smith 

with Janet Evanovich, add a 

sensuously imagined Sicilian 

setting and an exuberant narrator, 

and you get the feel of Mario 

Giordano's Auntie Poldi detective 

books”

THE TIMES



Natalie Tielcke was born in 

Aachen in 1986. She works as 

an author and producer for a 

large German TV production 

company, writes screenplays 

and develops TV series. She 

lives in Cologne and has always 

been passionate about inventing 

stories. She never leaves the 

house without pen and paper. 

A team of unusual 

investigators – planned as 

a series

An absolute page-turner

For readers of Cody 

McFadyen, Ethan Cross, 

and Jilliane Hoffman
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Also available: 

COLD DESIRE

290 pp

March 2017

NIGHT OWLS AND 

DAYDREAMERS

220 pp

October 2017

Natalie Tielcke

MIND GAME

Police detective Emma is called in to assist in a hostage situation. Soon it becomes clear that the

hostage-taker is playing with the police: On live stream, Emma has to watch helplessly, as the

perpetrator shoots two women to death and flees the scene. Emma is distraught: Would she have

been able to save the women? And how did the killer know she would be there?

In order to track the vicious murderer down, Emma has to partner up with Ben, her soon-to-be ex-

husband and the father of her two children. Emma and Ben used to be the perfect couple, in their

personal life as well as in their work for the police force. But then Emma destroyed it all. And now

she needs his help. For who could Emma trust more than the father of her kids? The killer seems to

know that, too – and soon Emma finds herself in the middle of a deadly game. And the stake is:

survival or the obliteration of her family.

A gripping, immensely suspenseful, and bloody thriller 

PSYCHOSPIEL 

280 pages

February 2019 
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Also available:

A DARK PAST 

330 pp 

November 2017

COLD RECALL 

248 pp 

March 2016 

Patricia Walter 

DEAD ASHES

Kira Roth is horrified when she finds in her apartment the exhumed urn with the ashes of her recently

deceased mother. Next to it is a note reading: „She wasn’t your mother. And you don’t deserve to

live!“

But this is only the beginning of Kira’s nightmare. In the cemetery, she discovers a freshly excavated

grave – the cross has her name on it and a date of death: it is five days away. This is the start to an

insidious countdown. Kira has to uncover the secret of her background and track down the writer of

the note before he kills her.

However, in order to do so, Kira is not only forced to stare into the abyss of her family’s history, but

she also has to face her own disastrous past. For there was a time when Kira suffered from a

psychosis so that she wonders whether she can actually trust herself.

TOTE ASCHE

350 pages

April 2019

CRIME NOVEL

Who can you trust, if you cannot even trust yourself?

Patricia Walter, born in 1974, 

studied Statistics in Munich and 

works in the insurance business. 

Besides writing she practices 

martial arts in her spare time, 

particularly judo and kung fu. She 

holds the second black belt in judo 

and works as a voluntary coach. 

She lives in Munich. 

For fans of Sebastian 

Fitzek, Paula Hawkins, S.K. 

Tremayne, and Michael 

Robotham



Lioba Werrelmann, born in 1970, 

holds a degree in Political Science 

and worked for two Colonge-based 

Publishing houses. Since 1989, 

she has been working as an editor 

and commentator for different 

newspapers, radio and tv networks 

in Cologne and Berlin. THE REAR 

BULDING is her first crime novel. 

For readers of crime fiction 

by Wolf Haas, Friedrich Ani, 

and Martin Suter
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Lioba Werrelmann

HINTERHAUS 

Carolin, a journalist without much talent, is newly separated, homeless, and unemployed. She finds shelter

with her somewhat odd neighbor, Mandy, who lives in the rear building. It is there, in the communal toilet,

that Carolin stumbles over the dead body of a boy, who had been missing for two decades.

When it turns out that the deceased in the loo is Mandy’s brother, Hans, Mandy comes under suspicion of

murdering him and is arrested. Now, Carolin is all alone in the damp and unfamiliar apartment in the rear

building. By Carolin’s side is Henry, the closest girlfriend she has, who runs a little cafe in the front

building. It seems, though, that even she has something to hide. It has to do with Harald, her husband,

who scares the daylights out of Carolin.

Fortunately, there is Adrian, Carolin’s former co-worker. And he, an underestimated brilliant journalist,

sees the dead body in the communal toilet as his chance to write the biggest story of his life. He pushes

Carolin to uncover the details of Hans’ death.

The eminence grise in the background is Willi Schneider, who has been the building’s janitor for more than

forty years. He sees everything and he knows everything. He would be able to help desperate Carolin –

but he is suddenly found dead.

And then things escalate. Carolin learns from Mandy what everyone in the building knew and everyone

kept quiet about for two decades: Mandy’s brother Hans had a sexual affair with Carolin’s girlfriend Henry.

Henry’s husband, Harald, grabbed Hans and disappeared with him in the rear building – and no one has

seen or heard from Hans ever since. Until his dead body showed up in the communal loo.

Carolin is so distraught that she confronts Henry. Henry locks her into the exact same dungeon in the

basement where Hans froze to death. Now it is Carolin, who runs the risk of dying from exposure and,

finally, she sees the awful truth in its entirety: Not just Henry, but also all the other tenants were involved in

Hans’ death. With the help of Adrian and Mandy, Carolin rises above herself and brings the truth to light.

A gripping whodunit about a rear building in Berlin’s Prenzlauer Berg neighborhood 

and its tenants’ sinister involvement in things that stretch deep into the past

HINTERHAUS 

304 pages

Paperback 

June 2019



Co-authors Neil Richards (based in 

the UK) and Matthew Costello (based 

in the US), have been writing together 

since the mid 90's, creating content 

and working on projects for the BBC, 

Disney Channel, Sony, ABC, Eidos, 

and Nintendo to name but a few. Their 

transatlantic collaboration has 

underpinned scores of TV drama 

scripts, computer games, radio shows, 

and - most recently - the successful 

crime fiction series Cherringham.

English manuscript available 

For fans of Agatha Christie’s

Miss Marple series, Lilian

Jackson Braun's The Cat Who

series, Caroline Graham's 

Midsomer Murders, and the TV 

series Murder She Wrote,

starring Angela Lansbury

Almost 900,000 ebooks and 

audio downloads sold!

33 episodes & 2 novels
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Also available (a.o.):

CHERRINGHAM -

Death Trap 

(Episode 32) 

137 pp

December 2018 

CHERRINGHAM –

Trail of Lies 

(Episode 31)

130 pp

October 2018

CHERRINGHAM -

A Gentleman 

Vanishes 

(Episode 30)

144 pp

June 2018

Matthew Costello & Neil Richards

CHERRINGHAM -

Cliffhanger 

(Episode 33) 

Cherringham is a serial novel à la Charles Dickens set in the sleepy English village of Cherringham.

The detective series brings together an unlikely sleuthing duo: English web designer Sarah and

American ex-cop Jack. Thrilling and deadly - but with a spot of tea - it's like Rosamunde Pilcher

meets Inspector Barnaby. Each of the self-contained episodes is a quick read for the morning

commute, while waiting for the doctor, or when curling up with a hot cuppa.

When a hiker falls from a cliff edge while walking the Cotswolds Way, it seems like no accident. The

more Jack and Sarah investigate the walkers on the trail that day, the more likely it seems that

danger is still afoot. Is there a potential killer in this Cherringham tour group? And when will he or she

strike again?

PRAISE for the series

“Comparisons with Midsomer Murders are inevitable, but Cherringham comes out on top when it

comes to originality and – probably most crucially – the avoidance of irritating stereotypes.”

Killing Time Crime

“A bit of a cross between Midsomer Murders and Johnathan Creek […] It’s very cleverly written …! A

great little whodunit with some super characters!”

brookcottagebooks.blogspot.de

Cherringham Mysteries

144 pages

March 2019 



Caroline Dunford lives in Scotland 

in a cottage by the sea with her 

partner and her two young sons. As 

all authors are required to have as 

much life experience as possible 

she has been, at various times, a 

drama coach, an archery instructor, 

a counsellor, a qualified psycho-

therapist, a charity worker, a 

journalist, a voice actor, a 

hypnotherapist, and a playwright. 

Today she writes mainly novels, the 

odd (often very odd) short story, 

theatre plays, the occasional article, 

teaches and mentors. She can't 

remember a time when she didn't 

write or tell stories and seriously 

doubts that she could remain sane 

if she stopped doing so.
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Also available:

ONLY THE 

DEAD KNOW 

240 pp

May 2018 

C.J. Dunford

INTO THE WILD WOODS 

247 pages

November 2018 

A Daniel “Uneasy“ Truce mystery

Another case for Daniel Truce: Patricia Green, a 17-year-old girl, has been missing for 48 hours. The

team on site have no leads and have asked the Edinburgh special unit for help. At first, everyone

assumes that she has run away. But Truce digs deeper and finds out that Patricia has a secret

boyfriend, much older than her.

He also hears rumours about parties at Blaine Forest – a place with an unpleasant reputation, where

once women accused of witchcraft were hung. Ten years ago, a young girl from the same school

hanged herself there, and only one year ago, It was the site of a murder-suicide of a young couple. It is

possible that the cases are connected?

English manuscript available 



Trent Kennedy Johnson is a 

freelance writer based in Los 

Angeles, California. Born and raised 

in the Midwest suburbs just outside 

Chicago, he has long harbored a 

fascination for mysterious 

underworlds like those presented in 

cities near and far. He is a graduate 

of Columbia College Chicago and 

the founder of a writing group called 

Incandescent, focused on assisting 

writers as they generate and hone 

new concepts born from un-

conventional sources of inspiration.

English manuscript available 
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Available soon: 

They know what 
you THINK –
A Glimpse of
Psychosis
(Episode 2) 

198 pp
February 2019

Trent Kennedy Johnson 

THEY KNOW WHAT YOU THINK –

A Glimpse of Violence 

(Episode 1)

Kathy "Think" Lipinski is a brilliant, yet disgraced psychotherapist who has changed careers to

become a probation officer. The job is perfect for Think: a ground-breaking and highly controversial

technology has made it possible to telepathically monitor the thoughts of convicts on probation. From

now on, Think can listen to the thoughts of her "protégés" in her head. But every innovation comes at

a price, and soon Think must ask herself whom she can trust - herself included ...

Think's latest case is a petty criminal named Clay, who moves in with his sister after his release. But

soon the girl is murdered - and Clay is on the run. Think can listen to his thoughts and knows he

believes he is innocent. She must find him, as well as the real culprit. Or could Clay have committed

a murder without thinking about it?

What is freedom worth? Your privacy?

Would you let someone inside your head?

159 pages

January 2019 

They know what 
you THINK –
A Glimpse of
the ID 
(Episode 3) 

147 pp
March 2019 

They know what 
you THINK –
A Glimpse of
Dreams 
(Episode 4) 

Approx. 160 pp
April 2019

They know what 
you THINK –
A Glimpse of
Agnosia
(Episode 5) 

Approx. 160 pp
May 2019

They know what 
you THINK –
A Glimpse of
Plagio
(Episode 6) 

Approx. 160 pp
June 2019



Helena Marchmont is a 

pseudonym of Olga Wojtas, who 

was born and brought up in 

Edinburgh. She was encouraged to 

write by an inspirational English 

teacher, Iona M. Cameron. Olga 

won a Scottish Book Trust New 

Writers Award in 2015, has had 

more than 30 short stories 

published in magazines.

A cozy crime series set in the

Cotswolds

English manuscript available 
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Also available: 

BUNBURRY –

A Taste of

Murder 

(Episode 3)

114 pp

February 2019

Helena Marchmont

BUNBURRY –

Death of a Ladies' Man

(Episode 4)

Miss Marple meets Oscar Wilde in this new series of cosy mysteries set in the

picturesque Cotswolds village of Bunburry. In "Murder at the Mousetrap," the first Bunburry book,

fudge-making and quaffing real ale in the local pub are matched by an undercurrent of passion,

jealousy, hatred and murder – laced with a welcome dose of humour.

Alfie McAlister, a handsome, self-made millionaire, has inherited a Cottage in the picturesque

village of Bunburry. The inheritance comes at the right place at the rights time because Alfie wants

to leave London as soon as possible to recover from a personal tragedy in the peace and quiet of

the country.

But an accidental death - which may have been no accident - reveals that the heart of England is far

from the tranquil backwater he imagined. Shortly after his arrival, Alfie finds himself in the middle of

a murder case. He is co-opted as an amateur detective by Liz and Marge, two elderly ladies who

were best friends with Alfie’s late Aunt Augusta. And it is not long before their investigations take an

even more dramatic turn ...

Welcome to Bunburry! 

130 pages

May 2019 

BUNBURRY –

A Murderous

Ride

(Episode 2)

115 pp

November 2018 

BUNBURRY –

Murder at the

Mousetrap

(Episode 1)

137 pp

September 2018 



April Dawson is a ‘hot’ 

discovery from the ranks of 

authors from LYX-Storyboard. 

She lives in Austria with her 

family. She has been writing for 

ten years. Writing romantic 

novels with a hint of action, a 

little drama, a portion of humor 

and plenty of emotion is what she 

likes best. 
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Also available:

April Dawson

UP ALL NIGHT

Approx. 300 pages

Paperback

May 2019 

Romantic, charming, and outrageously sexy!

Volume 1 in the romantic and light UP-ALL-NIGHT-series by best selling author April Dawson

Taylor Jensen has had enough of men and who could blame her? Her co-worker steals her job, two

guys steal her car, and as the icing on the cake, she catches her boyfriend in bed with another

woman – all on the same day. Just when Taylor thinks she’s at her breaking point, she runs into her

old school buddy, Daniel, who offers her to move in with him as his roommate. However, Tae doesn’t

want to live with a man, who might break her heart – no way. But when Dan assures her that he has

been interested in men for years, she is relieved and accepts his offer. She enjoys her new life to the

fullest. But then she and Daniel get to know each other better and the man with the tattoos and the

irresistible smile makes her heart beat out of her chest. Fortunately, though, there can never be more

than friendship between them ... can there?

The new young voice of the 

German language romance 

novel

For readers of Helena 

Hunting and Kylie Scott

STILL 

BROKEN

315 pp

November 2018 

ROYAL 

WEDDING 

(series)

228 pp each 

The “BOSS“-

series (4 titles) 

270 pp each 



Ever since her early childhood, 

Bianca Iosivoni, born in 1986, has 

been fascinated by stories. These 

stories have accompanied her 

throughout her life for almost as 

long. With her head full of ideas, 

she began to write as a teenager 

and cannot imagine to ever stop 

doing so.

A young German author with 

a huge fan base

For readers of Mona Kasten 

and Laura Kneidl

SPIEGEL best selling author

Sample translation available
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Hailee DeLuca has a plan: Gone are the days when she would hole up at home and hide from the

world. She wants to be courageous and dare to do all the things she used to be afraid of in the past.

But then she makes the acquaintance of Chase Whittaker – and she knows immediately that she has

a problem. For Chase’s charming ways stir up emotions in her she long thought were gone. And

that’s not all. He also gets much too close to her darkest secret.

A dark secret that nobody knew about and nobody was supposed to be aware of. Least of all Chase,

with whom she fell head over heels in love, which had not been planned. Hailee knew that she would

lose Chase. She knew it the moment she met him. And yet, he conquered her heart, more and more,

with every smile and every touch. But do they really have a chance? Or will Hailee and Chase have

to accept the fact that sometimes even love is not enough to keep two people together?

Emotional, romantic, and heart-rending

Two novels – one big love story. 

The new New Adult series by Bianca Iosivoni

Approx. 450 pages each

Paperback

June & August 2019

THE FIRST-series

400 - 500 pp each



It was never Everly Penn’s intention to fall in love – least of all with one of her university lecturers.

But Nolan Gates is charming, intelligent and sexy, and he is the only one, who makes Everly forget

the dark thoughts that have been keeping her awake at night since childhood. The better she gets to

know him, the more intense their relationship becomes – and the stronger becomes Everly’s desire

to cross the invisible barrier that separates her from Nolan. What she doesn’t know: behind his

positive attitude and his contagious enthusiasm for literature, Nolan is hiding a secret. And this secret

has the potential to destroy their love before it has even begun.

The AGAIN series:

▪ More than 350,000 copies sold

▪ #2 SPIEGEL bestseller

▪ Winner of the 2016 LovelyBooks Readers’ Choice Award in gold & 2017 in gold and silver

Mona Kasten, born in 1992, lives in the 

North of Germany with her husband and 

two cats. Her predilection for coffee and 

chocolate is almost as great as her 

fascination for words, which already took 

hold of her during her childhood. When 

she doesn't write or read, she vlogs 

about books, movies and everything 

else she enjoys in her life.

Rights of Mona Kasten‘s

titles sold to:

Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech 

Republic, France, Hungary, 

Italy, Latvia, The Netherlands, 

Poland, Romania, Russia, 

Serbia, Slovenia, Spain, Taiwan

Germany’s ultimate star in the 

New-Adult genre:

#1 on the SPIEGEL bestseller list 

with the AGAIN series and the 

MAXTON HALL trilogy

“Laugh, cry, and fall in love. 

BEGIN AGAIN has it all. Mona 

Kasten has written a book you 

can't put down.“ Anna Todd, 

Author of bestselling AFTER 

series
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Mona Kasten 

HOPE AGAIN

The sensational series continues!

Approx. 450 pages

Paperback

July 2019

BEGIN AGAIN

484 pp

TRUST AGAIN

460 pp
FEEL AGAIN

467 pp



Anna Basener financed her 

studies in Hildesheim by writing 

penny novels. She published 

dozens of “Fürstenheftchen“ and 

according to ZEIT, she was 

»Germany’s most successful 

author of penny novels«. She is 

the nobility expert of the podcast 

world and the host of GALA 

ROYALS. Her debut novel won 

the PUTLITZER PREIS and can 

be seen at Schauspiel Dortmund 

on stage.

Beautifully witty novel from 

the world of aristocracy 

Successful podcast of the 

author: GALA ROYALS

BACK IN THE DAY, WHEN 

GRAMMA MADE PIGEON 

SOUP FOR THE WHORES 

is currently being made into 

a movie for the big screen 

and adapted for the stage
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Also available: 

BACK IN THE DAY, WHEN 

GRAMMA MADE PIGEON 

SOUP FOR THE WHORES

316 pp

April 2017 

Anna Basener

TRASH AND PUNISHMENT

Kat is in her mid thirties and Germany’s most successful penny novelist – and she is fed up with

cranking out one uplifting romance novel after the other. Her plan is to write her final book. However,

for this project of all projects, she is awarded with an aristocratic grant and invited to Rosenbrunn

Castle, the residence of a princely family that lost their title but carries the heavy burden of their past

on their shoulders.

Kat meets a gay prince, who has to produce heirs, a depressed princess, who doesn’t believe in

depression, a Knight of the Rose, who wants to save the world, and a princess with a broken heart

and a hunting rifle. For four of them, it is the beginning of wonderful times. The fifth person won’t

survive the autumn.

A comedy with a little crown 

SCHUND UND SÜHNE

240 pages

February 2019 



Jonas Erzberg is the pseudonym 

of a German journalist. He studied 

at the University of Hanover, where 

he now lectures in journalism. He 

works for FAZ, Spiegel Online, and 

Stuttgarter Zeitung among other 

media.

For all fans of Graeme 

Simsion, Rachel Joyce, and 

Mikael Bergstrand
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Jonas Erzberg 

INCURABLY HAPPY

Konstantin Wittgenbausch, 37, is a first-class hypochondriac. One evening, after carrying six cases

of glass water bottles into his apartment, he feels a strange drawing sensation in his upper abdomen.

For him, it’s a clear-cut case of end-stage liver cancer!

Naturally, he visits his family doctor to confirm the diagnosis, and it turns out to be a visit that

changes his life. In the waiting room, he meets her, that is, Freya. A yoga teacher by profession, she

is about to leave for Thailand, where she offers courses at a camp.

Normally, the word “Thailand” would make Constantine think of malaria, dysentery, and typhus, but

when Freya invites him to attend her camp, his thoughts turn to sunshine, palm trees, and sandy

beaches - to life, love, and freedom. And since he will soon be dead anyway, he decides to accept

her offer and follow her there.

When Constantine arrives in Thailand, however, the sun, palm trees, and sand are hardly what

catches his attention. Instead, the journey confronts the hypochondriac with his greatest fears. He

lives through a gastrointestinal flu in the tropics, survives a traffic accident, crawls through a jungle

full of vermin, constrictor snakes, and tigers, is attacked by a pack of rabid dogs, worships a saint in

the jungle, is reprimanded, humiliated, and beaten up. But in the end, he not only survives a cancer

he never had, no, he has also won the woman of his dreams.

A gentle, humorous book, with a clear eye for human weaknesses

UNHEILBAR GLÜCKLICH 

304 pages

Hardcover 

April 2019



Theresa Hannig was born in

Munich in 1984. After receiving her 

degree in political science, 

philosophy, and economics, she 

worked as a software developer, 

an IT security consultant, and a 

project manager for solar 

installations. She lives outside of 

Munich with her husband and two 

children.

THE OPTIMIZERS was the 

winner of the “Stefan Lübbe

Prize” 2016

For readers of THE CIRCLE 

by Dave Eggers, Marc 

Elsberg and George Orwell 

Recommended by New Books 

in German 
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Also available:

THE OPTIMIZERS

303 pp

October 2017

Theresa Hannig

THE IMPERFECT ONES

THE IMPERFECT ONES is the stand-alone sequel to THE OPTIMIZERS. Much like her first novel,

Theresa Hannig’s new novel also deals with the question of what life will be like for us in the future

when everyone and everything can be kept under surveillance. What roles will data systems and

artificial intelligence play? Will robots displace humans?

Germany in 2057. People are living in a so-called optimal-well-being economy where all citizens are

assigned their optimal place in society. A network that records all information and social data points

in the form of citizen profiles supports the allocations. Omnipresent robot assistants monitor

compliance with the law in everyday life.

When system critic Lila awakes in prison after five years in an artificial coma, she realizes that her

worst nightmare has come true. Germany is now ruled by an artificial intelligence. For Lila, there is

no question that she must put an end to human disenfranchisement and the rule of the robots. She

manages to escape from her high-security prison, but Samson Freitag, the man who previously

betrayed her, tracks her down and offers her a deal: she will receive a pardon if she is able to

persuade his mother - who wants nothing more to do with her son—to speak with him.

But Samson isn't the only one who wants to take advantage of Lila's services. Ercan Böser, Minister

of Internal Security, works with the League for Robot Rights and advocates peaceful coexistence

between humans and robots. His goal is to overthrow Samson Freitag . . . with Lila’s help.

And then there is a radical group who call themselves the “Imperfect Ones.” They demand the

submission of the robots. They, too, are interested in collaborating with Lila, who finds herself caught

between the factions. It becomes increasingly difficult for her to decide what is right and what is

wrong.

"An impressive debut and an important novel in our times.“

DEUTSCHLANDFUNK KULTUR on THE OPTIMIZERS

DIE UNVOLLKOMMENEN

752 pages

Paperback 

July 2019



As an author and historian, 

Michaela Saalfeld has devoted 

herself completely to the first 

half of the 20th century. By 

writing a novel about the 

beginnings of Germany’s first 

democracy, the author fulfilled a 

lifetime wish. She lives in Berlin 

with her family.

A broad panorama of the 

heyday of the Weimar Republic 

and the rise of the National 

Socialists – a touching family 

saga that will linger with 

readers long after the last page 

For readers of Charlotte Roth 

and Anne Jacobs and for fans 

of Ken Follett’s Fall of Giants 

and Jeffrey Archer’s The 

Clifton Chronicles

How a flourishing democracy 

can turn into a dangerous 

fascist system - unfortunately 

an issue that remains as 

relevant today as it was in the 

1920s
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Also available: 

WHAT WE DARED 

TO HOPE

573 pp

August 2018

Michaela Saalfeld

WHEN WE DANCED IN

THE RAIN

The year 1928 is shaped by hopes for a life in prosperity and equality, visions of world peace, and Berlin is

rising to become the city of boundless possibilities. It is the dawn of the sound film era and the actress Recha

and the director Willi zur Nieden are not only the dream couple of their blossoming film world, but also of the

metropolis that is reeling in the glamour of the 1920s. They seem to have everything others can only dream

of: beauty, wealth, fame, and a happy love life. Willi is the director of the global hit movie In der Nacht weint

Wipers, meine Stadt (At Night, Wipers Is Crying, My Hometown), whose story is based on material by his

friend Wolfgang Vanselow, who perished in World War I.

But behind the shimmering facade, things are crumbling. Despite box office hits like Nosferatu, Metropolis,

and In der Nacht weint Wipers, meine Stadt, the film production company Ufa is in serious financial difficulties

and ultimately, the company is sold to the industrial magnate Alfred Hugenberg. But for Hugenberg, the film

industry is first and foremost a means of propaganda to achieve his goal to support Adolf Hitler’s NSDAP,

which is, at this point, a mere splinter party. Recha notices right away how the Ufa movies are changing, how

artistic freedom is curtailed, and contents are propagandistically manipulated. She is alarmed and would love

to share her fears with Willi but she can’t get through to him. He doesn’t realize that his Jewish lover is

increasingly subjected to hostility and that people, who used to adore her, are now treating her with disdain.

Instead, he is struggling with feelings with the pressure to succeed – a pressure that others put on him and

that he puts on himself. Unless he is one of the first ones, who adapt the arising sound film to perfection and

propel it forward, the future will belong to other people.

Will Willi and Recha find their way back to each other despite all this – or will they lose each other, as the

world around them begins to unravel?

The big novel about Berlin in the Weimar Republic

ALS WIR IM REGEN TANZTEN 

500 pages

Paperback 

August 2019 



Tabea Bach worked as an opera 

dramaturg before devoting herself 

completely to writing. She was born 

in Tübingen and studied in Munich 

and Florence, Italy. Today, she 

lives with her husband in an idyllic 

village in the Black Forest, the 

starting point for numerous 

journeys to places all over the 

world. The magnificent landscapes 

she encounters during her travels 

find their way into her women’s 

novels where they become 

atmospheric settings for her stories. 

A marvelous page-turner set 

against the gorgeous 

backdrop of the Breton 

coastline

A charming island setting like 

the one in Jenny Colgan’s 

„Little Beach Street Bakery“

Detailed English outline and 

sample translation of 

CAMELLIA ISLAND available 
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Also available:

CAMELLIA 

ISLAND

319 pp 

March 2018 

Tabea Bach 

COMING HOME TO 

CAMELLIA ISLAND

Sylvia and Maël are expecting the birth of their long-awaited child when his family’s past catches up

with Maël. His mother, Fabienne, with whom he had not had any contact for the past 30 years, has

been diagnosed with dementia and become dependent on care. Now, Maël has to make haste to get

to where she lives and arrange for her to be placed in a nursing home.

Even though Sylvia is plagued by dark premonitions, Maël leaves. A few nights later, a devastating

storm surge lashes the Breton coast. Camellia Island sustains severe damage and Sylvia has a

dangerous accident. Fate puts Sylvia’s happiness and the love of her life to a tough test.

The stand-alone sequel and big finale to CAMELLIA ISLAND and THE WOMEN OF CAMELLIA

ISLAND

For all readers of Jenny Colgan’s “Little Beach Street Bakery”

A gripping novel about love, family, and peace with the past 

HEIMKEHR AUF DIE 

KAMELIENINSEL 

320 pages

Paperback

April 2019

THE WOMEN 

OF CAMELLIA 

ISLAND

320 pp

October 2018

Ebook Short Story 

/ Prequel 

A WINTER LOVE 

ON CAMILLIA 

ISLAND 

95 pp 

November 2018 



Raffaella Belli is the child of Italian 

parents and grew up in Germany. 

For love, she moved back to her 

old home country and today, she 

lives with her family in the South of 

Italy. When she isn’t writing another 

book, she loves to sit by the ocean. 

For readers of feel-good 

novels with an Italian setting 

and for fans of authors like 

Jenny Colgan or Lori Nelson 

Spielman
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Raffaella Belli 

SUMMER IN MAREBLU

Tosca is in her mid 30s and lives with her daughter, Ioio, in a small beach house. She loves her quiet

life. She has made a career for herself as an artisan and she is very proud of her daughter, whose

teenage antics are within bearable limits. Tosca is no longer in touch with Ioio’s father but she

doesn’t mind that. It is as if dating is no longer on her mind; Tosca’s main ambition is to be a good

mother to Ioio. For Tosca’s mother wasn’t exactly the best role model.

That summer, Moreno moves into the beach house next door. It seems his stay in Mareblu is not

completely voluntary. Furthermore, he checks off a mysterious list with entries like „Bake a cake“ or

„Swim nude in the ocean!“ In real life, he is a successful lawyer, who owns his own practice in

Bologna, which is why he is struggling in the beginning. He needs some serious adjustment time to

get used to the much slower pace in Mareblu. At the same time, he can sense how he benefits from

this rhythm of life. He feels an immediate attraction to his neighbor, Tosca, and the same is true for

her.

But Moreno isn’t the only unexpected visitor in Mareblu. All of a sudden, Tosca’s peaceful existence

is turned upside down. And now, they both have to decide – Tosca as well as Moreno – what really

matters to them in life.

A tender love story about second chances and the bliss of slowness. SUMMER IN MAREBLU does

not just breathe the magic of a Southern Italian summer but it also draws the portrait of two people,

who don’t expect much from life anymore. A cheerfully poignant feel-good novel with a unique style

of narration.

A moving mother-daughter novel with a tender love story wrapped in a lot of 

Italian temperament and sunshine

SOMMER IN MAREBLU 

336 pages

July 2019



As a child of the 1980s, Sarah

Fischer was infected with the 

travel bug at a very young age. Her 

constant companion: her travel 

journal. After graduating from high 

school, she spent a year in 

Australia and lost her heart to the 

country and its people.

A romantic love story about 

tragic losses, second 

chances, forgotten dreams, 

and a new love
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Sarah Fischer 

NOTES TO THE OCEAN

While jogging on a beach near Sydney, Sam finds a bottle with a message from the past. It had been

written in 1999 by Lena, who then spent a Work and Travel year in Australia, and when she left, she

threw a letter into the waves as a way of saying goodbye.

Without thinking, he writes to her, not expecting her to reply. But Lena does. She had almost

forgotten about her notes to the ocean that contained all her dreams and wishes. This is the

beginning of a friendship that grows closer with every letter. In the era of social networks, Lena and

Sam decide to stick with old-fashioned letters, postcards, and parcels, and what begins as a crazy

idea, quickly turns into the anchor in their chaotic lives. Lena lives with her daughter in Munich and is

a far cry from the backpacking music enthusiast she used to be. Sam fights his own demons from the

past with the result that he needs to be in his Secret Spot to still have the courage to put his

surfboard into the water. Not only do these two share memories, songs, and Polaroids, but they also

share painful secrets. They talk about old dreams, lost hopes, and the tender feelings that start

developing between them – even though they seem impossible.

For how are you supposed to explain that you fall in love with someone you have never seen or

talked to but who strikes a chord in you that has long remained silent?

However, the distance, stupid mistakes, and unspoken needs complicate their relationship. So both

have to ask themselves how much they are willing to risk to take the plunge from stationery to reality

– and whether or not there is actually the chance for a happy ending.

A romantic epistolary novel spanning two continents

ZEILEN ANS MEER

320 pages

Hardcover 

April 2019



Marlies Folkens was born in 1961 

in Stollhamm-Ahndeich, a small 

village on the North Sea coast. She 

is the youngest of four children and 

grew up on a farm. After 

graduating from high school, she 

moved to Oldenburg to study 

history and political science. She 

still lives and works there. 
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Sarah Folkens

DAYS OF FALLING STARS

On the one hand, DAYS OF FALLING STARS is a love story that slowly evolves and delivers the

expected happy ending. On the other hand, the novel offers a deeper level and deals with more

serious issues. It is about the place we call home, wishes, lifelong dreams, and the question what

really matters in life. Furthermore, the story relies on its terrific characters that quickly grow on the

reader’s heart. Marlies Folkens has an exceptional talent for creating realistic characters, who all

have their strengths and weaknesses (and this is true for the protagonists as well as for the minor

characters) so that it makes the reader root for them.

At the age of fourteen, Janna had a lot of dreams: having her own horse, being successful with her

painting, staying forever with her grandmother in the island of Sylt, kissing the boy next door, Achim.

Today, Janna is twice as old, knows what life is all about, and has both feet on the ground. Or that’s

at least what she thinks until her mother dies unexpectedly and her boyfriend dumps her. Janna

hides herself away, in the only place where she really feels at home: Sylt. But her grandmother and

her buddy Mo share the opinion that holing up is not the solution and encourage her to finally try to

make her dreams from the past a reality. That she is still dreaming of the love of her youth, Achim,

though ... that’s something Mo doesn’t like, not one bit.

A novel as relaxing as a vacation on the beach 

STERNSCHNUPPENTAGE

272 pages

Paperback 

July 2019



Kristina Günak was born in 

Northern Germany in 1977. 

Having worked as an estate 

agent for several years, she now 

works as a mediator and 

systemic coach. Her first novel 

was published in 2011 and her 

humorous books have taken the 

hearts of the romance novel 

readers by storm. 

A romantic comedy about

the question how much

closeness love needs

Wonderful entertainment

with heart and humor

For all readers of Petra 

Hülsmann
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Also available: 

WHO CAN SAY 

HOW LOVE IS 

SPELLED

268 pp

April 2017 

Kristina Günak

HAPPINESS IS MY

FAVORITE COLOR

Juli lives in a place where others spend their vacation: in Mallorca. Her original plan had been to just

take a time out from her boring office job but by now, she has been here for six months keeping her

head above water with odd jobs like dog sitting and waitressing. Yeah, eventually she will have to go

back home and face the serious side of life. But not now, not yet. For this is what scares her: to tie

herself down. Juli wants to be free, she doesn’t want to make commitments and she doesn’t want to

miss anything. No daily grind, not again.

When she meets the broker Quinn at a party, she is intrigued with him. He seems to be everything

she is not. Mature, determined, and level-headed with both feet on the ground. On the other hand,

though, that’s the problem: Juli doesn’t want to fall in love, even less with someone, who always

thinks ahead and plans and organizes everything. But still: opposites attract, as we all know, and so

their paths cross time and again – more or less by happenstance – and the sparks are flying left and

right.

One day, Juli has her daily chat with the tiny village’s mailman, when he is hit by a speeding car and

dies, right before her eyes. While still in shock, Juli spots Luna, the mailman’s dog and constant

companion that is sitting in the market square, completely confused. She takes her home with her.

From now on, Juli’s life gets turned upside down because taking care of a living being means to take

responsibility. To plan and organize. Things she really doesn’t want in her life. And she has to realize

that Quinn is of great assistance. But how do you know whether it is real love?

About the courage to find love

GLÜCK IST MEINE 

LIEBLINGSFARBE

288 pages

Juni 2019 



Elizabeth Haran grew up in 

Zimbabwe and England before she 

migrated with her parents to 

Australia. After finishing her 

schooling in Adelaide she went on 

to work in different occupations. 

She has already successfully 

published several novels. She lives 

with her family in a beachside 

suburb in Adelaide, South Australia.

English manuscript available 

A great love that withstands 

all blows of fate and survives 

for decades

Total print-run of Elizabeth 

Haran’s books:

1.5 million copies
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Also available (a.o.): 

BRIGHT MOON, 

BIG DREAMS

527 pp

February 2016

IN THE VALLEY OF 

THE EUCALYPTUS 

FORESTS 

442 pp 

August 2017

Elizabeth Haran

THE SKIES OVER THE 

OUTBACK

Phillip Island/ Australia, 1886: At first, it seems to be a tender vacation romance but for Maggie, Patrick

Shanahan is the love of her life. When Patrick proposes to her only a short time later, her happiness is

complete. But then they return to Melbourne and reality catches up with them. Maggie’s family is poor

but Patrick belongs to one of the most influential and wealthiest families in the Federal State of Victoria,

and Patrick’s father is appalled by the alleged fortune huntress. He offers her a considerable amount of

money, if she is willing to have the marriage annulled. Maggie realizes that the social barriers are

insurmountable for their love.

She sets Patrick free, agrees to the annulment, and leaves Melbourne without saying goodbye. And, of

course, without accepting a single cent from Patrick’s father. Too embarrassed to admit to her parents

that she isn’t good enough for her husband’s family, she tells them that she and Patrick are moving to

Perth. Patrick, on the other hand, believes that she accepted his father’s money, and it makes him lose

his faith in love. Before long, he marries again, for business purposes.

Soon Maggie realizes that her brief marriage was not without consequences. She is pregnant. In order

not to be ostracized in Perth, she passes herself off as a widow. With her daughter, she lives with and

works for an endearing lady baker, who teaches her everything about baking and accounting. But when

the lady baker dies, Maggie and her daughter end up on the street. Pneumonia lands Maggie in a

hospital and her daughter is sent to a children’s home. As Maggie’s death seems inevitable, her

daughter is placed with adoptive parents. When Maggie has finally recovered, she has to find out that

she lost everything – even her beloved daughter. But she doesn’t give up and makes a fresh start.

A touching love and family saga on the Red Continent 

DER HIMMEL ÜBER DEM 

OUTBACK 

576 pages

Hardcover

August 2019

DREAMS 

UNDER THE 

RED SUN

512 pp 

February 2015



Petra Hülsmann was born in a 

rural area of Lower Saxony in 

1976. She later managed to drop 

out of a degree program in cultural 

studies and German literature at 

the University of Bremen and 

trained as a foreign language 

secretary in Bremerhaven. 

Typical Petra Hülsmann: 

heartfelt humor and plenty 

of courage to face life

Total print-run of Petra 

Hülsmann’s books:

over 1.9 million copies
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Also available:

HAPPINESS

MEANS

LOVING

ANYWAY

414 pp

July 2016

BUMBLEBES 

IN YOUR 

HEART

398 pp

September 

2014

IF IT WERE 
SIMPLE, 
EVERYBODY
WOULD BE 
DOING IT

416 pp
June 2018

Petra Hülsmann

IN THE END, THINGS ALWAYS 

TURN OUT DIFFERENTLY

After a few nasty setbacks in romance, Nele has totally had enough of men. Instead, she intends to

focus entirely on herself and, above all, on her career. Her new job at a hip Hamburg PR agency is just

what she needs and is exactly the springboard she has been waiting for. But when it comes to making

plans, well, it’s always one of those things. Agency owner Claas assigns her to an image campaign for

Rüdiger Hofmann-Klasing, a sleazy politician whose approval ratings have hit bottom for some time.

Fortunately, at least working with her boss Claas is going smoothly. However, it has become

increasingly difficult for her to see him merely as a superior and not as a man, and that was not planned

at all. So Nele has her hands full with not falling in love with Claas under any circumstances, while at the

same time working together with him all day to transform Rüdiger Hofmann-Klasing into a better person.

Neither this nor that is a particularly easy undertaking.

But it's not only on the job and in matters of the heart that Nele's life is not running the way it is

supposed to. Her family and friends are doing whatever they please. After living together for thirty years

without a marriage certificate, Nele's parents now want to have a romantic wedding after all and almost

drive her mad with their plans. And her eighteen-year-old brother, Lenny, who has Down's syndrome

and a congenital heart defect, wants to live a more independent life and move into an apartment of his

own. Amidst all this chaos, Claas, of all people, turns out to be a reliable factor, and although Nele

resists it, she finds him more and more attractive.

Still, as Knut the wise taxi driver always says: Sometimes all you can do is just keep on keeping on. And

sometimes life and love will throw a monkey wrench into a person’s greatest plans.

Life is what happens while you’re busy making plans

MEISTENS KOMMT ES 

ANDERS, WENN MAN DENKT 

464 pages

Paperback 

Juni 2019

LIVE JUST

DOES WHAT

IT WANTS

511 pp

June 2017



Christine Kabus was born in 

Würzburg in 1964. After attending 

university, she worked as a 

dramaturg and script editor for 

various motion picture and theater 

productions before going freelance 

as a screenwriter. She loves 

Scandinavia, especially the 

mythical and natural landscape of 

Norway.

Captivating story with three 

time levels 

Emotional read that will stir 

the desire to go to distant 

places - for all readers of 

Sarah Lark and Lucinda Riley
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Also available: 

ISLAND OF THE 

BLUE GLACIERS

480 pp

January 2015

THE SECRET 

OF THE 

MIDSUMMER 

NIGHT

655 pp 

September 2016 

THE SONG

OF THE 

NORTH WIND

623 pp 

April 2018

Christine Kabus

THE SECRET OF THE 

FJORD ISLAND

Present time and the 1980s: On her thirtieth birthday, Jana receives a special gift from her parents –

the key to her family’s Norwegian vacation home. As a child, she spent unforgettable summers in the

island in the Oslo Fjord, which played time and again a key role in the past of her ancestors. This is

where her mother, Rike, began searching for her Norwegian roots and her missing grandmother

Johanne, who had used the house as a hideout and secret meeting place during the prohibition in

the mid-1920s.

The 1920s: After the sudden death of her father and a called-off wedding, young Johanne sees

herself forced to delve into the world of alcohol smuggling to save her family from ruin. Together with

Leif, a charismatic adventurer, she messes with the business of a dangerous criminal, who takes

cruel revenge on them. Johanne loses the love of her life and leaves Norway behind, for many years.

The stirring fates of three generations of a family – and the impressive depiction of Norway over the

course of a tumultuous century

Three extraordinary women and a fateful bequest set against the

breathtaking backdrop of Norway

DAS GEHEIMNIS DER 

FJORDINSEL

Approx. 600 pages

Paperback

August 2019



Marie Lamballe was born in 

Hanover. Early in her life she 

discovered her love for France. 

She studied French and started 

writing shortly after having 

completed her studies. Today, 

the mother of two grown-up 

children lives near Frankfurt. She 

enjoys developing ideas for her 

stories in her favorite café.

For all readers of Jeffrey 

Archer‘s Clifton Chronicles 

series and Anne Jacobs‘ 

„The Cloth Villa“ 

English sample translation 

of Vol.1  available 
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Also available: 

CAFÉ ENGEL.

A NEW ERA 

(Vol.1)

559 pp

March 2019 

Marie Lamballe

CAFÉ ENGEL.

FATEFUL YEARS (Vol.2)

The CAFÉ ENGEL trilogy tells the thrilling story of a tradition-steeped café in the spa district of

Wiesbaden, from the post-war years through the 1950s to the economic miracle of the 1960s. The

café becomes the setting for a stirring family saga full of secrets and passions. Simultaneously, it

represents hopes for a new beginning. CAFÉ ENGEL is exciting and at the same time wonderfully

human and warm-hearted.

FATEFUL YEARS is volume 2 of the trilogy and focuses on the 1950s.

Wiesbaden, 1951. Café Engel is facing competition. The more modern Café König has opened up

next to the tradition-steeped Café owned by the Koch family. While Hilde Koch tries in vain to

convince her parents to modernize the café, the hard-won relationship with the love of her life also

threatens to fail. In terms of happiness, her brother August is no better off. After returning from

internment as a POW in Russia, he chooses - of all things - a young Russian woman, whose arrival

threatens to split the family apart.

An impressive family saga about the fate of a coffee house dynasty

in the 20th century

CAFÉ ENGEL. 

SCHICKSALHAFTE JAHRE 

480 pages

Paperback 

July 2019 

CAFÉ ENGEL.

DAUTHERS OF HOPE 

(Vol.3) 

Fall 2019 

Soon available: 



Sarah Lark, born 1958, worked as 

a tour guide for many years. She 

discovered her love for New 

Zealand very early in life. Its 

breathtaking landscapes have 

attracted her magically ever since. 

Sarah Lark is the pseudonym of a 

successful German writer. 

Total print-run of Sarah 

Lark’s books:

4.4 million copies

Translation rights of Sarah 

Lark’s previous books have 

already been sold to over 

20 countries

IN THE LAND OF THE 

LONG WHITE CLOUD
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Also available (a.o.): 

UNDER 

DISTANT SKIES 

589 pp

June 2016

THE YEAR OF 

THE DOLPHINS

463 pp 

December 2016

THE SECRET

OF THE

WINTER HOUSE 

576 pp

December 2017

Sarah Lark

WHERE THE DAY BEGINS

The latest novel by Sarah Lark, WHERE THE DAY BEGINS, is a wonderful New Zealand page-turner about two

unlike women, who each in their own way cope with their fate and, eventually, find love and happiness. The novel’s

historical background is the history of the Moriori tribe, who had been settling the Chatham Islands east of New

Zealand for centuries before they were attacked by hostile Maori tribes in 1835.

Chatham Islands, 1835: Kimi, a young Moriori, lives with her tribe in the Chatham Islands off the east coast of New

Zealand. Up until now, the Moriori have been living in peace with the rest of the world. Among her people, Kimi is

considered to be gifted. She has a talent for languages and, therefore, an important role as a translator for her tribe.

When a ship comes ashore that carries half-famished and seasick Maori, Kimi’s tribe takes them in and nurses them

back to health. But as soon as the men have recovered, their leader declares the land of the Moriori as annexed.

The Maori take possession of the land, and the men, women, and children are captured, killed, and eaten. The

surviving Moriori are enslaved.

Kimi is horrified by what she witnesses, even more so when the Maori Chief forces her to translate for him and share

the bed with him. To conquer the Moriori Chief’s daughter is of huge significance for the occupation and settlement

of the land. Kimi is completely distraught. The only thing that gives her the strength to survive is her faith in the

nature religion of her people – in her despair, she carves mementos of her tribe into the tree barks.

This is only the beginning of Kimi’s experiences and her fateful journey. Soon, she will cross path with the German

woman Ruth, who will, at first, be her rival, but will later become her ally. A Moriori does not fight but accepts her

fate. But from Ruth, Kimi learns how to fight for her happiness and her daughter. In the end, Kimi as well as Ruth will

find happiness and the love of a lifetime.

The stirring fate of two women intertwined with the history of an unknown tribe

WO DER TAG BEGINNT 

656 pages

Hardcover

May 2019



Born in Düsseldorf in 1972, 

Charlotte Lucas studied 

German philology, anglistics, 

and communication science at 

the University of Trier as well as 

screenwriting at the International 

Film School Cologne. She writes 

for various newspapers and 

magazines (including 

"Cosmopolitan") and works as 

an author for numerous motion 

picture production companies 

and television.  
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Also available:

YOUR PERFECT 

YEAR 

576 pp

September 2016

SEE YOU AT THE 

HAPPY END

448 pp

December 2017 

Years ago, a terrible loss turned Konrad Michaelsen, (39), into a different person. He lives in his own little world,

an allegedly ‚safe’ world, and he doesn't let anything or anyone get close to him. As a professional product

evaluator he gets paid for writing customer reviews, sometimes about cookware and sometimes about garden

hoses or ladies’ hosiery. The most important person in his life is Mathilda, his 12-year-old daughter. The single

father’s main goal is to protect her from everything bad in the world. This is also why he keeps from her that she

was adopted as a baby. For reasons that are, in his opinion, too awful for his daughter to bear.

When Pia Flemming, (32), was presented with the chance to become a teacher at a high school, she grabbed it.

She pours her heart and soul into teaching, but still: she always has the nagging feeling of not being good enough.

The same way she wasn’t good enough for her ex. So Pia is very nervous when she gets her own class and is

allowed to teach solo for the first time. One of her students is Mathilda Michaelsen.

This in itself would not get the ball rolling. What does is that Konrad attends the first parent-teacher conference

and loses his notebook, in which he neatly listed his personal star rating for the other parents and the teacher. Pia

finds the booklet later and is flabbergasted to see that Konrad rated her abilities as a teacher with just one little

star. He claims she would come across as non-assertive and that she would never in a million years be able to get

a grip on an entire class. Pia keeps it to herself that she found the notebook. However, as Konrad is the newly

elected parent representative, their paths cross quite often from now on and she is determined to convince him of

her professional qualities so that the single star will soon become a five-star rating. Konrad, on the other hand, is

surprised how close he feels to Mathilda’s teacher – even though he is absolutely sure that he is not attracted to

her as a woman. And he cannot accept that his feelings tell him otherwise. Especially as there is that one big

secret in his and Mathilda’s life, which he doesn’t want to come to light under any circumstances ...

WOMEN‘S NOVEL

Those, who love, reach for the stars

Rights of YOUR PERFECT 

YEAR sold to:

Bulgaria, Chinese (simplified), 

Czech Republic, France, 

Hungary, Italy, Korea,

Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, 

Poland, Romania, Russia, 

Slovak Republic, Spain,

Taiwan (Chinese complex)

FÜNF STERNE FÜR DICH

400 pages

Hardcover 

June 2019

Charlotte Lucas 

FIVE STARS FOR YOU



Anna Moretti lives in southern 

Germany where she works as a 

journalist. Already in her diploma 

thesis, she focused on the lives of 

women at the turn-of-the-century. If 

she had one free wish, she would 

love to live in this period for a while. 

Not as a woman, though, because 

the clothing the ladies wore back 

then was much too uncomfortable 

for her taste. So she would rather 

live as a cat that can watch and 

observe everything.

A new approach to a universal 

subject - the difference 

between men and women

The background story is 

based on actual events in the 

lives of Sigmund Freud and 

his colleague, Wilhelm Fließ
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Anna Moretti 

EFFI READS

Berlin, 1894. Elena Sophie von Burows – everyone calls her Effi – is 18 years old and her biggest

wish is to go to university and study psychology. Her father is not exactly thrilled with this idea but

willing to compromise. Effi is allowed to learn Latin and prepare for her studies on the condition that

she allows, at the same time, her Aunt Auguste to teach her everything a young lady from a good

family needs to know and be able to do.

The Latin tutor her father hires is Max von Waldau, who is highly prejudiced and makes it all too clear

what he thinks about her interest in science – he disapproves. Oddly enough, Effi is constantly

sneezing when Max is around. Sigmund Freud and his Berlin-based colleague, Wilhelm Fließ, for

whom Max works, interpret both as unmistakable symptoms of an exaggerated compulsiveness.

They want to get the problem under control by performing a surgery on her nose.

According to Fließ and Freud, an operation on Effi’s nose would not only cure her from her sniffles

but would make her abandon – automatically, so to speak – her utterly unfeminine scientific interests.

A development that Max, who has long fallen in love with Effi, would greatly appreciate. But when he

finds out that the surgery might cost Effi her life, he does everything in his power to prevent it.

A romantic comedy in the 19th century:

peculiar historical facts combined with an enrapturing love story

EFFIE LIEST 

352 pages

Hardcover 

August 2019



Kati Seck was born in 1987 in 

Germany’s Westerwald region, 

where she continues to live -

unless she has been drawn to the 

shore with her dog. She spent a 

large part of her youth in hospitals 

and knows the feeling of being 

restricted by external forces and 

fears. Her protagonist experiences 

the same things, although in a 

completely different way.

For readers of Emma 

Donoghue, J. Courtney 

Sullivan, and Elizabeth 

Graver

Sample translation available 

of THE STILLNESS 

BETWEEN THE SKY AND 

THE SEA
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Katie Seck

YOUR FOREIGN HEART 

Ever since her father, Hannes, left her and her mother head over heels years ago, Nela Harolds

allows only a few selected people into her predictable world. But then one day, she receives a

package containing letters to her father. They were written to Hannes by his second wife Ellen

shortly before he died.

The letters tell of Ellen’s deep love for Nela’s father, but also of the pain she experienced by having

to accompany him on his last journey. Through the letters Nela also learns that her father's heart was

donated to a teenager 15 years before.

The letters turn Nela's life upside down. She feels compelled to become better acquainted with the

heart recipient in order to be closer to him, and so she sets off in search of the man. The journey

leads her not only into the past, but also to an old mill on the wild coast of the ocean. Yet Maximilian,

whose chest holds the beating heart of Hannes, suffers from feelings of guilt towards the donor.

A novel about family, the fragility of life, pain and letting go, strength in moments of weakness, and

about the force with which love sometimes takes our breath away.

YOUR FOREIGN HEART is Kati Seck’s sensitive and empathetic approach to 

the topic of heart transplantation

DEIN FREMDES HERZ

333 pages

Hardcover

April 2019 

Also available: 

THE STILLNESS 

BETWEEN THE 

SKY AND THE SEA

302 pp

November 2017



Kathryn Taylor began writing as 

a child, publishing her first story 

at the young age of eleven. From 

then on, she knew that she 

would someday support herself 

as a writer. After making several 

career detours and experiencing 

a happy end in her personal life, 

her dream has now come true.

A new two-part book series 

by successful author 

Kathryn Taylor

Rights of Kathryn Taylor’s 

novels have been sold to:

Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, 

Czech Republic, France, 

Hungary, Italy, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Poland, Romania, 

Russia, Slovakia, Spain 

(Catalan & Castilian) 
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Soon available (a.o.): 

DUNMOR CASTLE 

- THE ANCHOR IN 

THE STORM

(Vol. 2) 

382 pp 

September 2019

DARINGHAM HALL

Vol. 1: THE INHERITANCE 

Vol. 2: THE DECISION

Vol. 3: THE RETURN

Paperback 

320 pp each 

Kathryn Taylor 

DUNMOR CASTLE -

THE LIGHT IN THE 

DARKNESS

(Vol. 1) 

Does she know this place? At the behest of her boss, young designer Lexie travels to the storm-

tossed north of Ireland: she is supposed to prepare Dunmor Castle for a renovation project. The

once grand estate and its grounds seem oddly familiar to her. Has she been here before, perhaps as

a little child? As a complete orphan, Lexie has been searching for clues about her past for a very

long time. Soon, the memories come back, piece by piece, with the result that she has to deal with

tormenting nightmares. And there is more: It seems someone wants to prevent her from uncovering

the truth, at all costs, and does not even shy away from perfidious attacks. She finds comfort and

support in Grayson, of all people, the son of the castle’s owner and her professional rival. Even

though she isn’t sure she can trust him, she falls passionately in love with the attractive Irishman. It

doesn’t take long and Lexie dreams of a future with him.

Together, Lexie and Grayson find out that she is right: her mother did live and work in Dunmor Castle

and Lexie was born there. But twenty years ago, her mother disappeared, from one day to the next

and without a trace, and no one can tell Lexie, who her father is. Is this the explanation for the

attacks? Just when Lexie thinks that the answer to the mystery is within reach, Grayson accuses her

of planning to chase his family out of Dunmor Castle. Deeply hurt, Lexie makes a fatal decision: She

is going to face the demons of her past on her own ...

A passionate love, a gripping secret, and the atmospheric setting of a romantic 

castle in Ireland 

DUNMOR CASTLE.

DAS LICHT IM DUNKELN 

352 pages

Paperback 

May 2019

Also available (a.o.): 



One cottage, two broken 

hearts, and a new beginning

A touching love story set 

against the atmospheric 

backdrop of Somerset
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Also available: 

Pippa Watson

THE MAGIC OF SOMERSET

In an attempt to forget the hard times she went through in London, Amber decides to spend the

summer in the most beautiful part of southern England. But when she wakes up on her first morning,

the disheveled looking writer Finian and his luggage wait at the front door of the cottage because he

also rented it. He, too, has the air of the freshly abandoned about him and so they agree on giving it

a try and share the cottage.

At first, they avoid each other; they both do their own thing. But then Finian discovers that the horse

they have to feed suffered a leg injury. They call the veterinarian, who sends his young assistant,

Harriet. Her visit leads to a misunderstanding and before they know it, Amber and Finian find

themselves in the middle of an animal welfare campaign and two additional horses are grazing in the

cottage’s paddocks, horses that Harriet and two of her friends „freed“ from a species-inappropriate

pony farm - in other words, they kidnapped them. This campaign helps Amber and Finian get closer

to each other, for the very first time, and soon they realize that they care for the other person.

But then one day, Finian’s soon-to-be ex-wife shows up at the vacation cottage and asks Finian to

come home. While Amber is afraid to have fallen in love with a man she cannot have, Finian

recognizes that he hasn’t been happy in his marriage for a very long time and that he has fallen in

love with Amber. Finian brings his wife back to London and declares their marriage to be over, as

Amber falls into the grip of another bout of loneliness. After a dispute with the police about the stolen

horses, which has a positive outcome for them, they finally confess their love for each other and plan

their future together - in a house in the countryside and with many animals.

Engaging, moving, and emotional:

a story about love, the art of letting go, and second chances 

DER ZAUBER VON SOMERSET

365 pages

Paperback 

May 2019 

LOVE ON 

GUERNSEY

335 pp

March 2018

WITH YOU 

BY MY SIDE

352 pp

January 2017

Pippa Watson, born in 1969, lives 

in the countryside of North Rhine-

Westphalia, but has been closely 

tied to Great Britain since her 

childhood. As often as possible she 

roams with her dogs through the 

landscape of the romantically rough 

coasts and dreamlike gardens. 

Especially with their warmth and 

great love for animals the British 

win the author over. And so she 

loves to bring the world between 

cream tea and left-hand traffic to 

life in her novels.



Ella Zeiss lives with her husband 

and their two young daughters in 

the vicinity of Cologne and is the 

ultimate bookworm. She loves 

getting lost in beautiful stories, 

spending time with her family, and 

sitting at her laptop writing. 

A declaration of love to 

reading
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Ella Zeiss

HAPPINESS HAS MANY PAGES

What in the world was Aunt Marlies thinking when she bequeathed the bookstore she owned in an

Eifel village to Hannah of all people? Luckily, it is very easy to find a buyer – handsome businessman

Ben – and so it takes just one day and Hannah finds herself sitting in the solicitor’s office. She and

Ben hit it off so well that she spends the rest of the day with him. The whole thing is almost too good

to be true. As good as the night they spend together in a hotel.

But on the following morning, three old ladies are waiting for Hannah at her aunt’s grave and they

introduce themselves to her as members of the local book club. They warn Hannah of Ben, urgently,

as he plans on knocking the bookstore down and building a luxury hotel in its place. Grudgingly, she

admits that she has already sold the store to Ben.

However, the ladies are not going to give up that easily. Legally, Ben is in the right but the ladies

have a myriad of ideas as to how put a monkey wrench into his plans. And ever since Hannah set

foot into the store and succumbed to its charm, she too knows that it would be a crime to destroy this

special place.

Yet, all their attempts prove to be fruitless and Hannah becomes increasingly desperate, as the

constant confrontations with Ben begin to wear on her nerves. In the end, she leaves the village in

haste and severs all contact with the ladies from the book club.

A few months later, Ben shows up at Hannah’s workplace in Cologne – unexpectedly and

unannounced. He wants Hannah to do the marketing for his new hotel. Reluctantly, she agrees to go

with him to take a look at the place – and is completely overwhelmed when she sees the hotel. The

original façade has been fully retained and hiding behind it is a wellness hotel for bookworms. It

features a reading room with an open fireplace as well as a wellness area with a Jane-Austen-Spa, a

Jules-Verne-Grotto, and waterproof ebook readers. Hannah is overjoyed and, finally, she admits to

the feelings she has for Ben.

A story about old wounds and new dreams that will leave you chuckling

and make your heart melt 

DAS GLÜCK HAT VIELE SEITEN 

368 pages

Paperback 

August 2019
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Angelina Connelly wants to avenge the death of her sister. As she suspects that the guilty party

belongs to the entourage of Marco Alighieri, she manages to get hired by the shady businessman.

But her investigations don’t go according to plan: Marco begins to make sexual advances toward

her and his number two doesn’t trust her. To make things worse, all of this happens at a time when

Marco is conducting negotiations with a new business partner Angelina feels attracted to. However,

Jake Paxton has an agenda, too, and what is even more important to Angelina than her personal

happiness is revenge.

Lauren Black: Love & Danger - Seductive Lies (Vol.1)

274 pages

December 2018 

Angelina Connelly pushed her luck and lost. In an attempt to solve her sister’s death, she took a job

for a ruthless businessman. But Marco Alighieri found her out and had her eliminated. When Jake

Paxton, one of Alighieri’s business partners, finds her front door broken open and the blood, there is

only one thing on his mind: to wreak revenge on the man, who took the love of his life from him. But

then he has an incredible encounter, which makes him hope Angelina might still be alive and pull

the strings in the background.

Lauren Black: Love & Danger – Forbidden Truth (Vol.2)

248 pages

January 2019 

LOVE & DANGER is a 

dramatic and dark two-part 

Mafia series that is packed 

with sizzling passion - the 

perfect read for all fans of 

T.M. Frazier’s King series



Julia Stonefield’s dream is within her grasp. Famous fashion designer Giuliano Meloni is willing to

hire her as an intern provided she manages to convince Levin McKenzie, a notorious New York City

gang member, to work for him as a model after his release from prison. It takes Julia quite some time

and she finds Levin a hard nut to crack but, ultimately, shortly before his release, he accepts Meloni’s

offer.

Julia can hardly believe her luck, even though Levin brings her blood to a boil. Levin is one of a kind

– he is impertinent and dangerous and doesn’t fit at all into the glitzy fashion world so that Julia has

to teach him some manners before thrusting him into the limelight. It soon becomes clear that Levin’s

abysmal depths are deeper than she can imagine. And yet, the alluring bad boy is of irresistible

appeal to her – and Julia has to be careful not to get her fingers burnt with the dangerous bad boy ...

for the guy is as hot and as dangerous as sin. Any Cherubim 

BEAUTIFUL DANGER –

DON‘T TRUST ME 

He is Mr. Trouble, Mr. Icecold, Mr. Dangerous – the source of her inspiration

Any Cherubim loves sexy love 

stories, chocolate and has a 

weakness for notebooks. She 

writes romance novels that that 

the reader on a rollercoaster ride 

of emotions.  She feels at home 

in the New Adult and Fantasy 

Romance. 

Beautiful Danger: 

suspenseful, emotional, 

dramatic, and what’s more: 

hot!
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BEAUTIFUL DANGER –

VERTRAU MIR NICHT 

342 pages

February 2019 



Ralf H. Dorweiler was born in 

1973 near Frankfurt am Main and 

studied theater, film, and television 

science at the University of 

Cologne. In keeping with his broad 

range of interests and talents, he 

then pursued many different 

activities, from acting to managing 

call centers. In the meantime, Ralf 

H. Dorweiler lives in the southern 

Black Forest where he holds an 

editorial position at a major 

regional newspaper. He is married 

to an opera singer and has a son.

From the depth of the Black 

Forest to the court of 

Barbarossa - a little man 

becomes entangled in big 

politics
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Ralf H. Dorweiler

THE SONG OF THE BEES

The Holy Roman Empire, 1152 A.D. Seyfried, a honey hunter, leads a peaceful life with his wife Elsbeth in

the Black Forest. While Seyfried roams the woods in search of wild bee colonies, his wife stays home and

cares for the sick and injured.

One day the prince's daughter is found dead in front of their hut. Elsbeth's earnest declarations that she

had been abandoned there after a failed abortion are rejected. The abbot of St. Blasien even senses a

pact with the devil and demands Elsbeth's death. Using a lot of skill, Seyfried succeeds in having the

death sentence postponed. He is granted one month to prove that his wife is not in league with the devil,

and immediately sets off for Bingen to ask the famous abbess Hildegard for help. A universal scholar,

Hildegard is venerated as a saint throughout the empire and is especially committed to women.

When Seyfried arrives, the monastery is in commotion. Abbess Hildegard has written several letters to

young King Barbarossa with very direct advice and instructions. In her most recent letter, however, she

went too far and angered Barbarossa so much that he is threatening to close the monastery. In this

muddled situation, Seyfried is exactly what Hildegard needs. She dispatches him to nearby Ingelheim to

mediate between herself and the king. In return, she agrees to intercede on behalf of Elsbeth.

Barbarossa receives the honey hunter and has Hildegard's letter read out loud. This time, thanks to

Seyfried's influence, it is much milder. Seyfried succeeds in arranging a meeting between the king and the

abbess, but the conflict is far from resolved: diplomacy is a drawn-out affair. Meanwhile, Seyfried and

Elsbeth are running out of time.

A riveting historical adventure about a honey hunter and beekeeper in the 

Middles Ages

DER GESANG DER BIENEN

479 pages

Paperback 

March 2019 

THE GLASS 

BLOWER’S 

SECRET

573 pp

February 2018 

THE PACT OF 

THE RAFTSMEN 

525 pp 

February 2017

Also available: 



Magnus Forster grew up on the 

German border with France, lived 

in England for an extended period 

of time, and studied literature there. 

Before writing his first novel, he 

worked as a journalist, translator, 

and ghostwriter for a number of 

years. He lives with his family in 

the Rhineland.

James Bond in the Middle 

Ages. A fast-paced spy novel 

set in the heart of London

Much like Ken Follett in A 

Column of Fire, Magnus 

Forster sends a daring spy on 

a secret mission.
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Magnus Forster

THE KING'S SPY

London, 1639. Richard Faversham, a sought-after portrait painter, is a frequent guest in the homes

of the upper nobility. What nobody knows is that his painting is only camouflage. In reality, Richard

works as a spy for King Charles I. Richard is not interested in politics. He is attracted to the danger

and adventure of his work. But then he exposes a ring of smugglers who are secretly running

puritanical, anti-royalist writings into the country. When the ringleader is arrested, Richard witnesses

how the man’s five-year-old son is brutally murdered. He begins to feel doubt. Until then, he had

considered Charles a harsh but nevertheless just king, and he is shocked by the brutality of

Charles’s men.

Not long afterwards, Richard encounters the puritan deputies John Pym and Oliver Cromwell in a

dive. They are two of Charles's harshest critics. Richard's royalist sympathies finally begin to falter.

He changes sides, from then on acting as a double agent who is constantly in danger of being

exposed.

One day, a letter falls into Richard's hands. Its trivial content apparently conceals a secret message.

He is able to decipher the writing: someone is offering the king a list of men who are in his service

but are secretly working for his enemies. Richard feels the taste of fear. Who compiled the list? Is he

on it?

As Richard feverishly searches for the list, events come to a head in parliament. The Great

Remonstrance is passed; the king is seething with rage. When Richard learns that Charles plans to

arrest his greatest adversaries among the members of parliament and have them executed without

trial, he has to show his colors.

The name is  Faversham: Richard Faversham. Spy in Her Majesty's service

DER SPION DES KÖNIGS

456 pages

Paperback

May 2019



Dirk Husemann was born in 

1965. He is a science journalist 

and archaeologist who 

excavates stories. He studied 

pre- and early history, classical 

archaeology, and ethnology at 

the University of Münster and 

writes articles and nonfiction. 

The historical background for 

Husemann’s new novel is the 

Greek fire, an incendiary 

weapon used in naval battles 

by the Byzantines. It was one 

of the most feared weapons of 

the Antique, because the fire 

could not be extinguished. The 

exact composition of Greek fire 

remains a matter of 

speculation to date. 

For readers of Daniel Wolf and 

Noah Gordon
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Also available: 

AN ELEPHANT 

FOR

CHARLEMAGNE

479 pp

September 2015

THE SILK 

THIEVES

430 pp 

July 2016

THE ICE 

PIRATES

479 pp

June 2017

Dirk Husemann 

THE BLACK FIRE OF

BYZANTIUM

Constantinople, 1599. Queen Elisabeth I of England sends an extraordinary diplomatic gift to the

Ottoman Sultan Mehmed III: an organ that plays by itself, powered by a clockwork motor. It was

developed by the clever inventor and organ builder Thomas Dallam. He has been charged with

personally bringing the enormous instrument to the Bosporus, assembling it in the Sultan’s palace,

playing it for the ruler, and instructing him in the art of doing so.

The truth, however, is that Dallam's journey serves an altogether different purpose, namely, to

discover the secret behind Greek fire. This legendary weapon made the Byzantines invincible at sea

for centuries. The formula for the curious compound, which was said to make water itself burn, was

lost when the Ottomans conquered Constantinople in 1453. Nevertheless, the English hope that

somewhere in the vast city the formula for Greek fire can still be found. The queen personally

instructs Dallam to secretly scour Constantinople for it and return to London only when he has it in

his possession.

No sooner has Thomas Dallam arrived in Constantinople, than he sets off on the search. But the

Sultan gets wind of his mission. Using the mysterious weapon, Mehmed III could finally burn down

the hated city of Venice, capture Vienna, and appoint himself lord of Europe. While the organ

gradually takes shape in the palace, the hunt for a weapon of unimaginable power begins in the

ancient alleys, canals, and cisterns of Constantinople.

A breathtaking adventure in the wonder world of the Renaissance 

DAS SCHWARZE FEUER 

VON BYZANZ 

448 pages

Paperback 

June 2019



Ricarda Jordan is the 

pseudonym of a successful 

German author. Under the pen 

name of Sarah Lark, she writes 

thrilling page-turners about New 

Zealand and the Caribbean, all of 

which are bestsellers. Writing as 

Ricarda Jordan, the author takes 

her readers on a journey through 

the colorful Middle Ages.  
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Also available:

THE LEGACY 

OF THE 

PILGRIM LADY

576 pages

September 2012

THE HOSTAGE 

OF THE LION

623 pages

July 2013

DAUGHTER OF 

THE ELBE 

653 pages

September  2014

Ricarda Jordan 

SONG OF THE HORSES

THE SONG OF THE HORSES is an exceptional historical novel. Featuring an incredibly captivating

story, it is set against a thrilling background that the author illustrates with great knowledge.

Cologne; 1072. Thirteen-year-old Aenlin is a lively child and prefers to spend most of her time in her

father's stables and storerooms, rather than obediently sewing and embroidering. While her mother

never tires of scolding her, Aenlin's father, a long-distance trader, is tolerant for the time being.

Aenlin is virtually obsessed with horses, and also shows an interest in her father's business and

travels.

Meanwhile, Aenlin’s twin brother Endres, who is slated to take over the business some day, dreams

of becoming a priest or entering a cloister as a monk. Aenlin benefits from this: her brother looks very

much like her, and when it comes to learning to ride and handling weapons he is more than happy to

switch roles with her.

One day, however, the game of trading places turns bitterly serious. Endres has to embark on his

first journey as a long-distance merchant. The assignment entails taking a precious relic to

Andalusia. In utter desperation, he makes a crazy decision: he wants to flee with the relic and use

the treasure to gain admission to a monastery. Aenlin will pretend to be her brother and start the

journey to the South on her beloved mare Meletay. But then the train of merchants comes under

attack by robber knights. In order not to lose Meletay, Aenlin embarks on dangerous adventures that

lead her first to the kingdom of León and then to the lands of the Moors. She is captured, enslaved in

the harem of a prince, and winds up at the side of Rodrigo Diaz de Vivar, known as El Cid. One day,

however, she realizes that El Cid, whom she considers her great love, is unscrupulously putting her

in grave danger.

An adventure-filled destiny and a story of love and hate

set against a colorful backdrop

DAS LIED DER PFERDE

688 pages

Paperback 

October 2019 



Martha Sophie Marcus, born 

in 1972, studied German, 

sociology and education and 

lived in Cambridge for two 

years. Today, she lives with her 

husband and her two children in 

Lüneburg. 

A young noblewoman is 

caught between the fronts 

of the bloody conflict 

between the English, 

originally Hanoverian King 

George and his Jacobite 

enemies

For female readers of 

novels about royal courts, 

and for fans of Philippa 

Gregory, Elizabeth 

Chadwick, and Elizabeth 

Freemantle
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Also available: 

THE MISTRESS 

GAME

463 pp 

July 2018 

THE BLUE 

MEDALLION

339 pp 

September 2017

Martha Sophie Marcus

LADY ANNE'S SECRET

Hanover, the summer of 1714. Twenty-year-old Anne is unmarried and lives at the court of the

Elector and heir to the English throne, Georg Ludwig. Three years before, her parents banished her

to Germany to cover up Anne’s illegitimate pregnancy and then took her child away after it was

born. Anne's greatest wish is to return to her English homeland and find her son again, but she

lacks the means to do so. When Georg is proclaimed king and moves to London with his entourage,

she finally sees a chance to realize her plan.

But Anne's secret is dangerous, because the child's father belonged to a Scottish clan that numbers

among the Hanoverian royal family’s most bitter opponents. Soon Anne learns that her son Alex has

been hidden in London by Archibald Campbell, a supporter of King George. The boy is being put to

ill use as leverage against his militarily powerful great uncle Maxwell Drummond. When Anne

confronts the perpetrator, she is unable to free little Alex from his clutches, but learns that Alex's

father, her lover Irvin Drummond, was not killed as she had been led to believe. At the festivities in

honor of King George's coronation, Anne ferrets out Irvin's uncle Maxwell who, after a long

argument, ultimately brings her to Irvin.

When the lovers are reunited, their long suppressed passion for each other reveals itself anew - as

do the multitude of obstacles standing in the way of a happy future.

A young noblewoman fights for her child

LADY ANNES GEHEIMNIS 

400 pages

Paperback 

June 2019



Sabine Weiß was born in 1968 

in Hamburg. She studied 

German literature and history 

and worked as a journalist.
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Also available: 

THE MEDICINE 

OF KINGS

637 pp

April 2018 

THE FENCING 

MASTER’S 

DAUGHTER

703 pp 

December 2016 

ENEMIES OF

THE DAUGHTER 

OF THE LEAGUE

703 pp 

March 2016 

Sabine Weiß

THE PEARL 

FISHERWOMAN

Northern Germany at the turn of the 13th century. The throne dispute between the Staufers and the

Welfs is leaving its mark on the land. In the north, Danish and German rulers are fighting for supremacy.

When Henry the Lion razes the trading town of Bardowick, siblings Ida and Bendix are separated.

Bendix becomes a goldsmith in the up-and-coming trading town of Lübeck. Ida is raised by the hermit

woman Neslin on the banks of a river. The distraught girl finds comfort in nature and develops an

extraordinary talent for finding precious pearl mussels. Years later, when old Neslin is killed, Ida sets off

on a dangerous quest to find her family, accompanied by her childhood sweetheart, the pagan slave

Esko. In the meantime, Lübeck has fallen under Danish rule. The Danish King Waldemar facilitates

trade and supports the crusades in the Baltic region. Ida’s and Bendix’s family also profit from the

upswing and rises to become one of the most prominent families in Lübeck. But Ida feels uprooted in

the city, where the first brick gabled houses are soon being built next to the cathedral and St. Mary's

Church. In addition, Esko's disappearance causes her heartache. She doesn't know that he has been

abducted to Livonia and been forced into labor for the crusade against the heathen.

Yet the family is separated again. Bendix fights in Lübeck for the freedom of the city and against the

rule of the aristocracy. Ida, due to her extraordinary talent as a pearl embroiderer, winds up at the court

of Emperor Otto IV. But one thing still unites the siblings: their love of pearls. It’s as if they suspect that

one day pearls will buy them freedom, for their world is about to undergoes radical change.

A dramatic, magnificently colorful and poetic family story

about love and betrayal, knights and crusades, monasteries and emperors,

and about the treasures of nature – pearls

DIE PERLENFISCHERIN 

703 pages

Paperback 

April 2019 



In THE DEATH SINGER, Alexander Paul creates an atmospheric, dark, and grim fantasy world that

enjoys great popularity, not least because of novelists like Georg R. R. Martin. As the story unfolds, a

young woman discovers her unique magical talent – to bring death with her singing.

From an early age, Aurora Pine has had to learn what it means to be different. When her mother is

decried as a witch, she and Aurora are chased from the village. In the woods, her Mom teaches her

the magic of singing but the powerful songs are too big for Aurora’s voice. After her mother is

ambushed and killed, she has to fend for herself by begging. And then, finally, the tide is turning: She

is accepted into the religious Order of the Gentle Sisters and they offer her to serve in a division of

the order only a few people know exists – the House Mortem.

In this place, a handful of nuns take care of people, who are doomed to die. It doesn’t take Aurora

long to realize that she has finally found her calling: Aurora’s singing makes people, who suffer and

waste away, end their earthly lives.

But her life falls apart again when a war breaks out in the country and the battles reach the gates of

the religious order. Many people are on their deathbeds and fill the chambers of the House Mortem.

A young mercenary and enemy of the country attracts Aurora’s particular attention. Suddenly, she is

filled with the ambition to bring him back from death’s door. However, the King is not happy about the

fact that the nuns residing in the Citadel care for friends and enemies alike. And so he threatens to

destroy the Citadel.

Alexander Paul 

THE DEATH SINGER

The moving heroine’s journey of a young woman with a unique magical gift

Alexander Paul lives in Husum

on the North Sea coast and 

during the week, he works for a 

company building offshore wind 

parks. On the weekends, he 

likes to enjoy the wind in a 

different way, in his hair, 

preferably in the company of his 

wife and two sons. He is an 

enthusiastic reader, collector, 

and writer of fantasy literature 

but he is also a huge film buff.
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DIE TODSÄNGERIN

448 pages

Paperback

June 2019
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Bernd Perplies

ON THE ABYSS OF INFINITY

Sci-fi adventure with plenty of action.

The perfect mixture of Alien and Star Wars

AM ABRUND DER 

UNENDLICHKEIT

416 pages

Paperback

September 2019

Bernd Perplies was born in 

Wiesbaden in 1977. He earned a 

degree in film studies and German 

language and literature at the 

University of Mainz. Parallel to 

working at the German Film 

Institute, after completing his 

studies he took up writing. Bernd 

Perplies lives near Stuttgart.

In a distant future, there are ten known intelligent races that populate the universe. Six of them have

banded together to form the so-called Domenaion, an alliance of worlds that has now existed for

1,000 years and comprises about fifty planets. Home of the Domenaion is a barred spiral galaxy;

beyond it only dark empty space. The members of the Domenaion are always aware of their

proximity to the absolute darkness, to the emptiness beyond the spiral arm. They have a latent fear

of it, which ultimately led to the founding of the Order of Luminators, a kind of defense force for the

World Alliance.

When contact to the mining moon Caros breaks off, people in the Domenaion continue to believe

it’s due to a run-of-the-mill malfunction. But then two further colonies drop off the radar. A team of

astronomers discover a strange dark area at the edge of the galaxy—as if all the stars there have

been extinguished. Scout teams are sent out to investigate the puzzling darkness. But when they,

too, vanish without a trace, the Council decides to dispatch the Lightbringer, flagship of the Order of

Luminators. Under the command of Paladin Admiral Corn Eisenhand, the Lightbringer flies off to

unravel the mysterious gloom.

But another spaceship takes up the challenge as well, a small, run-down space rescue vessel led

by Commander Bendis Kahain. The two ship commanders are acquainted from earlier times, and

they can't stand each other. To defeat the darkness, however, they are forced to work together.



Also available: 

Action-packed fantasy in a dark urban setting

An action-packed dark 

fantasy about the struggle 

between occupying forces 

and the resistance, and an 

exceptional type of magic 

that uses mystical symbols to 

refine the creations of 

craftsman

For readers of Scott Lynch
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THE THIRTEEN 

CHOSEN ONES 

591 pp

March 2018

Judith & Christian Vogt

THE 13 CHOOSEN ONES. 

THE INVERTED CITY

(Vol. 2)

DIE 13 GEZEICHNETEN.

DIE VERKEHRTE STADT

(Vol. 2)  

607 pages

Paperback 

April 2019 

Vol.1:

The story is set in the city of Sygna which is ruled by 13 guilds and occupied by an enemy army.

Sygna is the source of mystical symbols that magically refine the products of craftsman. Every

master craftsman must command at least one symbol before he is allowed to claim the title of

master. Yet several symbols have been lost over time, namely, the blood symbols of the swordsmen.

Ever since the army of Emperor Yulian conquered the city, its inhabitants have been forbidden to

practice the magic of symbols. A resistance group refuses to accept this. Dawyd, as a member of the

swordsmen‘s guild, is also enlisted for the goals of the rebels. The Emperor‘s secret police are trying

to bring the powerful word-symbols under their control. If they possessed them, they would be able to

manipulate emotions and thoughts, and that must be prevented at all costs.

Vol.2:

The rebellion was successful. The citizens of Sygna have driven the Aquintian occupiers out of the

city. However, the thirteen primordial mystical symbolswere also liberated from the underground

catacombs. They have sought out and bestowed supernatural powers on new carriers - both among

the citizens of Sygna and among the enemy soldiers. While his comrades organize the defense of

Sygna, the poet Ismayl travels as a spy to the enemy capital to hunt for the legend surrounding the

origin of the ancient symbols.

Judith Vogt apprenticed as a

bookseller after graduating from 

secondary school in Germany.

Christian Vogt holds a degree in 

physics. The couple lives in 

Aachen with their sons.

ROMA NOVA 

623 pp

August  2018
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Daniela Winterfeld

THE SPRINGS OF MALUN –

THE BLOOD GODDESS

A world that’s coming to an end, a ruthless ruler, and two women,

who rebel against all conventions

DIE QUELLEN VON MALUN. 

BLUTGÖTTIN

Approx. 600 pages

Paperback

August 2019
Daniela Winterfeld was born in 

1978 in Rheda-Wiedenbrück in 

NRW. Later she studied literature 

with the minor subjects history and 

psychology. To this day, historical 

events, fairy tales, mythology and 

the human psyche serve as her 

favourite inspiration for her books. 

The author now lives with her 

husband and children in Berlin

In the world of Ruann, the water is drying up. It withdraws deeper and deeper into the earth so that it

becomes increasingly tedious to pump it through the tunnel systems, a fact that condemns people to

hunger and thirst. Alia is a slave in Farua, which was subjugated by Sapion, a great Empire addicted

to expansion.

The Faruanian slaves live in a state of abject poverty and Alia tries to alleviate her neighbors’ misery

at least a bit, as her late mother taught her the art of healing. One night, when she takes care of a

terminally ill man, she finds - hidden in his cabin – a strange calendar. Alia, who is one of the few

slaves that learned how to read and write deciphers the meaning of the symbols that give a hint as to

why the water disappears from Ruann – and what could be done to propitiate the gods and reverse

the deadly trend. Alia conceives a bold plan. Together with her younger sister and her fiancé, she

decides to escape from the slave camp and search for the myth-enshrouded land of the gods, Malun,

the land of the thousand springs, the last region in the world where the water is still as alive as it

used to be in the old days.

For all fans of the television 

series „Game of Thrones“ 

A fascinating fantasy 

trilogy by an experienced 

author



Dr. Matthias Manke lives and 

works in Bochum as an orthopedist 

and trauma surgeon. Furthermore, 

he is a lecturer of the research 

group acupuncture (FACM), a 

professor at the Ruhr University 

Bochum, a senior physician at the 

Bochum-based sportsmedical

network „SPORTIVUM“, and the 

personal physician of players of 

the 1. German Soccer League.
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Dr. Matthias Manke

ON LIGHT FEET 

What Our Feet Can Tell Us 

About Our Health

What our feet can tell us about our health

LEICHTFÜSSIG

Was Füße über unsere 

Gesundheit verraten

256 pages

Hardcover

September 2019

The big toe carries half of our body weight. A deformed big toe – the medical term is hallux valgus –

does not only look unpleasant but it can also throw a person’s entire way of moving off balance.

Three of four patients suffering from bunions are women. The reasons are a genetic predisposition

and weak connective tissue. But also high heels or shoes that are too narrow can cause hallux

valgus.

Fact is that people, who always wear shoes, have weaker foot muscles than individuals, who often

walk barefoot. On the one hand, we are protecting our feet from injuries by wearing shoes. But on

the other hand, we are depriving them of the opportunity to act as the grasping and sensory organs

that they are.

This is the reason why our feet are kind of withering away. But swollen feet or heavy legs can also be

indicators of backaches, migraines, or diseases of the kidney. And myxedema on the bridge of the

foot and on the front side of the lower leg are more often than not indicative of an underactive

thyroid. In his book, Matthias Manke explains how taking a close look at our feet and legs can tell us

a lot about possible diseases and conditions. But he also shows us how we can prevent these

diseases by walking in a healthy way. Whether it is the correct footwear, walking barefoot as often as

possible, foot massages, or targeted foot exercises – these tips will teach us to get a better

understanding of our feet and, hence, of our entire body and to take preventive measures because:

Our feet are the mirror to our general health.



For readers looking for a 

simple introduction they can 

implement into their everyday 

lives

Small format, four-color 

illustrations throughout, the 

perfect companion for the 

handbag
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Mindfulness has reached the center of society – but this doesn’t mean that everyone feels like reading great tomes and

complicated texts to gain some insight, and not everyone wants to learn everything about every aspect of a mindful life.

And it is not as difficult as it might seem! For our authors are specialists in fields like resilience, breath, voice, or inner

child, to name just a few. Their short texts invite us to take a deeper look into the subject and the small exercises enable

us right away to take the step from theory to practice. This makes starting a mindful life as easy as ABC!

⬧ The best mindfulness topics in a practical purse-sized book

⬧ Holistic approach: body and soul

⬧ Inspiring texts and simple exercises for every day that take just a few minutes and lead to  

continuous inner growth

⬧ A beautifully designed invitation

⬧ 96 pages each, all in four-color print

⬧ With numerous illustrations and in a practical flexcover format

THE „LITTLE SERIES“ from Bastei Lübbe Paperback:

Titles already published in the series: 

Jutta Ritschel 

BREATHE AGAIN! 

5 Minutes That Will 

Give You Relaxation 

and Energy for Your 

Daily Routine

September 2018 

Monika Gruhl

COMING ALIVE

AGAIN! 

5 Minutes for More 

Inner Strength and 

Resilience

September 2018 

Jutta Ritschel 

SIMPLY WELL 

TUNED!

5 Minutes to 

Synchronize Voice 

and Personality

February 2019

Natascha Battus

RECONCILED WITH 
MYSELF! 
5 Minutes with Your
Inner Child 

February 2019 



To love yourself more every 

day – it’s as easy as this

Whether at home or on the 

go – a handy little book that 

you can take anywhere 
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Katharina Grünewald 

HEART TIME!

5 Minutes for More Self-Love

“To be what we are, and to become what we are capable of becoming, is the only end of life”

Robert Louis Stevenson

Self-love is neither egoistic or selfish, nor narcissistic, quite the opposite: It is only when we thrive

and are kind to ourselves that we can be kind to others. In seven chapters, psychologist Katharina

Grünewald describes what we need to achieve a sense of well-being and satisfaction with ourselves.

This is the basis that allows us to extend the love we feel for ourselves to others. As an easy

introduction, the book provides in every chapter simple exercises for every day.

Selections from the contents:

•  Rituals in everyday life, breathing exercise, calming down, meditation

•  Self-assurance: I am special! I accept myself the way I am

•  What are the concerns of my heart, my desires and dreams?

•  I take care of myself! Self-reliance, support, protection, and security 

•  I stand up for myself! I am kind to myself, I accept myself, and I pamper myself

•  I let go of myself. To be in good hands and relax

An easy introduction to a hot topic: self-love

HERZZEIT 

5 Minuten für mehr

Selbstliebe

96 pages 

Paperback 

September 2019 

Katharina Grünewald, a certified 

psychologist, is married and lives 

in Cologne. She conducted 

intensive research about 

patchwork families, which served 

as the basis for a consultation 

concept. She works in her private 

practice with individuals as well as 

with couples and families. Self-love 

and self-care are fundamental 

components of her counseling.

SELF-HELP



An invitation to think about 

the subject of human touch –

with many practical exercises 

to touch and self-touch
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Milka Reich 

EMBRACE YOURSELF! 

A 5-Minute Touch Session 

for Health and Tranquility 

We chat and we skype and we maintain hundreds of virtual friendships instead of spending our time

with a real person that we can look at, listen to, or even touch. According to a Forsa poll, our visually

and acoustically overstimulated society suffers from a lack of human touch. But in order to achieve

physical and mental health, human beings need touch almost as powerfully as they need food and

sleep.

A gentle touch can establish far quicker a stronger sense of trust and well-being than any form of

verbal affection. It leads to the release of the relaxation hormones oxytocin and prolactin and to the

release of endorphines, while at the same time lowering the level of the stress hormone cortisol.

Human touch alleviates depression and chronic pain, strengthens the immune system, and reduces

heart rate and blood pressure.

Human touch has many beneficial effects and there is a myriad of possibilities to use it to do good. A

few minutes are enough to achieve noticeable results. Milka Reich’s book is an invitation to think

about the subject of human touch – with many practical exercises to touch others and oneself:

• We explore the world by touch – human touch and babies

• Why it is so important to touch – with exercises for every purpose

• External touch – the stuff things are made of (with exercises)

• Internal touch – what moves us (with exercises)

• Self-touch: Do yourself something good (with exercises)

• Touch between partners: From the „I“ to the „you“ (with exercises)

”Nothing encourages us more, nothing gives us a stronger sense of 

closeness, and nothing has more magic than a gentle touch.“ Milka Reich

UMARME DICH SELBST!

5 Minuten Berührung für 

Gesundheit und Gelassenheit 

96 pages 

Paperback 

August 2019 Milka Reich has been focusing on 

bodywork for more than two decades. 

This includes different forms of 

therapies, massages, as well as 

dance and yoga. On an almost daily 

basis, she works with people, who 

experience after human touch that 

they can breathe again, finally feel 

themselves again. EMBRACE 

YOURSELF! is her first book.



Prior to taking on the role of the 

homemaker, Gregor Haake, born 

in 1977, worked as a journalist for 

FOCUS, FINANCIAL TIMES 

DEUTSCHLAND, AP, and DDP.
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Gregor Haake 

DADDY COOL

How Being a Full-Time Dad 

Taught Me to Do the Hardest 

Job in the World

Gregor Haake is one of the rare breed of men, who choose to forego a personal career – in favor of

their wives and children. It is not he, who provides for his family, but his wife. She is the one, who

earns the bread, while he transports their children to and from daycare or school, takes care of

them, organizes their daily routine, and does all the housework.

But how does it feel for a man to be a homemaker, a role that has traditionally been reserved for

women? Is he still a full-fledged guy or does it make him only half a man? How is it for a husband to

be financially dependent on his wife? What do friends say? And what are the effects of the classic

role reversal on a couple? What does it mean for a mother to be sent away with, “I want Daddy to

do this“?

In his book, Gregor Haake answers these and many other questions with compelling openness and

striking honesty. The writing style and the tone are light, entertaining, ironic, and amusing –

especially when it comes to scenes from his daily life or when he describes how he became “the

King of the Sandbox“.

Despite the lightness of his language, the author doesn’t lack sincerity. For there is one thing

Gregor Haake knows: As long as men continue to earn more for the same work than women do and

children are often career killers, his life model has no chance, not really.

Still, the author makes a passionate plea for following in his footsteps. “C’mon, guys, have the guts

and let the women have a go!“ That’s the telling title of the last chapter. For he did it: Despite all

doubts and fears of failure, he managed the transformation from a career-type fellow to a confident

Daddy Cool in the sandbox. And he is “totally happy“ with it.

How Being a Full-Time Dad Taught Me to Do the Hardest Job in the World

DADDY COOL 

Wie ich als Vollzeitpapa 

lernte, den härtesten Job 

der Welt zu machen 

288  pages

Hardcover

February 2019 
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Cordula Nussbaum / Katja Schnitzler

I‘VE HAD IT – I‘M OFF TO THE 

SWING

How to Deal with the Totally Normal 

Madness at the Office and Not Go 

Insane

Co-workers that drag themselves to their desks even though they are cesspools of viruses and

bacteria. The fierce fight for vacation days during the summer break. The non-greeters in the

elevator, or the technology-challenged fellow that, regularly, causes the company’s entire computer

system to crash. In their book, Katja Schnitzler and Cordula Nussbaum write with a lot of wit and

humor about the everyday absurdities of the job that make it hard for us to work. It may not be true

that a sorrow shared is a sorrow halved but humor will definitely help you bear your co-worker’s

quirks. And readers, who prefer to change something instead of continuing to suffer in silence, job

coach Cordula Nussbaum provides with quick and concise tips that will allow them to avoid putting

their foot in their mouth at the office and turn your co-worker Mr. Ego into a little lamb that takes more

than one for the team.

Excerpts from the content:

1. Some co-workers can be stressful even when they keep their traps shut. For it doesn’t mean that

they are quiet.

2. Colleagues that drag themselves to work even though they are coughing or hoarse or run a fever

are not pitiable but colleagues from hell. The truth is that they are just afraid.

3. The fierce battle for the vacation time. As everyone wants to take their vacation time during the

summer break, the office climate transforms into a new ice age. Even creative solutions are doomed

to fail.

4. Private phone calls at the office? They are all doing it. And that’s exactly the problem.

5. When the temperature rises, the shorts and pants and dresses your co-workers wear get skimpier.

Unfortunately.

Helpful tips and tricks for those, who want to change something

instead of continuing to suffer in silence

MIR REICHTS, ICH GEH 

SCHAUKELN

Der ganz normale Wahnsinn 

im Büro und wie man da nicht 

verrückt wird

270 pages

Paperback

May 2019

Katja Schnitzler lives in Munich. 

She works as a journalist and 

wrote for the online version of the 

SÜDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG the 

column “What I hate about my 

job“.

Cordula Nussbaum lives in 

Munich. She is an economic 

journalist and is considered to be 

one of the most renowned job 

coaches in Germany.



Katja Hauck, daughter of the 

author of CLINICAL 

DEPRESSION LOOKING FOR A 

GOOD HOME, Uwe Hauck, is a 

secondary school student. Thanks 

to her candor toward her father, 

today she can laugh once again.

A young girl describes the 

way she experiences 

depression in her father

A loving and enlightening 

correspondence between 

father and daughter that 

leads to reconciliation
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Also available: 

Uwe Hauck 

CLINICAL DEPRESSION 

LOOKING FOR A 

OOD HOME

429 pages

February 2017 

Katja Hauck

DEAR DADDY, ARE YOU 

CRAZY NOW? 

My Father, His Depression, 

and Me

Millions of children grow up with parents who are mentally ill. Although these children need help if

they are to avoid psychological damage, they are often left on their own. One morning, Katja Hauck

was suddenly pulled out of school, picked up by her mother, and confronted with the sad news that

her father, Uwe Hauck, had attempted suicide. He survived, but life changed for then 14-year-old

Katja.

Long before that day, Katja experienced times with her father that were marked by his sadness,

irritation, and also by mental absence. Increasingly, she crept around her father, hardly daring to

address him and feeling that she shared responsibility for his acute depressive episodes. They

occurred unexpectedly, and they were intense.

In Katja, who is now 16, writes letters to her father that give her an opportunity to tell DEAR

DADDY, ARE YOU CRAZY NOW?, him her fears, worries, and thoughts. And her father responds,

tries to explain his illness, insecurities, and suicide - and even himself. Authentic, emotional and

absolutely candid.

Depression and suicide – how does it affect family members?

LIEBER PAPA, BIST DU 

JETZT VERRÜCKT? 

Mein Vater, seine 

Depression und ich

256 pages

Paperback 

April 2019 



Sebastian Hilpert, 32 years old, 

lives in Freiburg and works as a 

photographer. Three years ago, he 

discovered for himself the exciting 

life in a wildlife rescue station in 

Namibia. Ever since, Sebastian has 

been going back every year for 

several months to be personally 

involved in the process. And when 

he is not busy catching wild animals 

with his camera, raising baby rhinos 

with a bottle, or chasing poachers 

away, he writes about his 

adventures on animalperson.de.

Magnificent photos create the 

desire to travel to Africa 

The first book by a young 

man, who embarks on the 

adventure Africa to protect 

animals from poachers 
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Sebastian Hilpert

SURVIVING 

As a Gamekeeper in Africa

Sebastian Hilpert has to serve in the German Army for twelve years before realizing that his life has

no future, if he continues like this - the world around him is getting too dark. Bouts of severe

depression are becoming more and more frequent and increasingly, he is contemplating suicide.

Even his family does not fail to notice that he is feeling more dead than alive.

His path to mental healing leads him to the southern part of Africa, through the Savanna, the

Kalahari Desert, and unknown but intoxicating landscapes. He decides to work as a volunteer in a

wildlife rescue station. A cheetah that cleans his face on a regular basis, two caracal kittens he

raises, a leopardess that loves to be petted by him, or a meerkat sinking its teeth into his Achilles'

heel – Sebastian can feel again, himself and life, finally.

In his book, Sebastian Hilpert writes about his mental illness and about his adventures and

challenges in Africa. But he also talks about the poachers, who are still hunting rhinos. He talks

about Africa’s people, who want to protect their animals, about rescue stations for wild animals, and

about the dedication that is needed to protect nature and animals.

A young man overcomes his depression by taking up challenges that make him grow

ÜBERLEBEN

Als Wildhüter in Afrika 

400 pages

Hardcover

June 2019 



Katrin Linke is a biologist and 

works as a science journalist for 

ARD, ZDF, and Arte. Karsten

Brensing holds a doctoral degree in 

behavioral science. The couple 

lives with their children in Erfurt.

Contains first-hand 

information about life in the 

GDR they way it really was, 

and the many people who 

wanted to finally enjoy a life 

in freedom without fear
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Katrin Linke / Karsten Brensing

A LOVE THAT CROSSES 

BORDERS

Our Escape from the GDR

East Germany 1988: Katrin Linke and Karsten Brensing spend a year preparing their escape from

the GDR. They train in a lake, jog until their lungs are about to come out, and practice fasting so

they can get by without food for as long as possible. Little by little, they convert everything they own

into cash. Certain that they have every angle under complete control, on July 5, 1989, they start

from Leipzig airport with a one-way ticket to freedom - convinced that the world now lies at their

feet.

Their journey crisscrosses the Eastern Bloc. In Tashkent, they wait in vain for their Japanese friend

with the forged papers. On the border to Pakistan, they find themselves under fire in a border

dispute. At the Baltic, they urgently implore a West German sailor to take them across the sea on

his boat. When all attempts fail, they play their wild card, namely, Hungary. At the Federal German

Embassy they receive the good advice to try and cross the border illegally, but they are caught and

imprisoned - and then released again. To raise their chances to escape undetected, they decide to

split up and use different escape paths.

Finally, two girls from Stuttgart are willing to smuggle Katrin to Austria under the back seat of their

VW Polo. After Katrin succeeds, Karsten floats down the Danube for a night from Hungary into

Yugoslavia and is almost shredded by the propeller of a patrol boat. The two are reunited at the

refugee reception camp in Giessen. Three months later, they find themselves staring at a television

in amazement: the wall has fallen.

An exciting escape story showing that love knows no walls

EINE LIEBE OHNE GRENZEN

Unsere Flucht aus der DDR

288  pages

Hardcover

February 2019 



Felix Bork is, finally, thirty years 

old. He was born and raised in 

Berlin, studied in Halle/Saale, and 

in 2017, his then newly published 

book, OH, AN ANIMAL!, received a 

Stiftung Buchkunst award as one of 

the most beautiful books of the 

year. In 2018, he reported in BUT 

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO EAT? 

on his food intolerances. But now 

he may, once again, talk about 

things that are really beautiful.

Also suitable for forest 

bathers, mindful people, 

and animal aficionados

“A tremendous pleasure” 

STERN about OH, AN 

ANIMAL!
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Also available:

OH, AN 

ANIMAL!

364 pp

March 2017

BUT WHAT 

ARE YOU 

GOING TO 

EAT?

216 pp

March 2018

Felix Bork

OH, A PLANT!

No one knows as well as Felix Bork how to combine the beautiful with the funny and the silly and do

it in the most wonderful way. Be it the beguiling images of plants, hilarious comic strips that show

why the word mistletoe is definitely derived from „Mist“, the German word for crap, or the weirdest

chestnut animals: After OH, AN ANIMAL! Felix Bork presents a new masterpiece of humor.

An adornment for every bookshelf and every table and a treasure for all fans of design and

illustration

The funniest and most beautiful book of the year 

OH, EINE PFLANZE!

304 pages

Hardcover

March 2019



Julian Rad has already won 

numerous photo competitions. 

His portrait of a hamster with 

chubby cheeks has won him 

the Comedy Wildlife Award. 

The photographer and author 

lives in Vienna.

You have never seen the 

world of the little rodents that 

up close and personal

Julian Rad shows us how 

much trust can be built 

between human and animal
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Julian Rad 

DISCOVERING THE BEAUTY 

OF NATURE WITH A HAMSTER, 

A GOPHER, AND A SQUIRREL

“Being one with nature“ – taking photos turns into an adventure and something relaxing when Julian

Rad grabs his camera. His pictures show a lot of attention to detail and a beautiful range of colors.

Nature photography is far more for him than just taking a picture of a scene. “It has a meditative and

profoundly calming effect to get away from it all, switch off, and recover from the daily hustle and

bustle in the city because I am nature, too, and this is why I can find myself in nature.“ Often when he

photographs, the hours seem to fly by and it is absolutely possible that Julian endures five hours in a

small camouflage tent to capture the best photos.

In his first book, he shows us how hamster, gopher, and squirrel behave in their natural environment

for he is interested in the conditions, in which they live, such as habitat, enemies, diet, mating

behavior, or breeding of their young. The result is a book with a collection of breathtaking photos and

vast information about rodents.

On the trail of nature – Pictures of a fascinating world

SAG ES DURCH DIE BLUME

Mit Hamster, Ziesel und 

Eichhörchen die Schönheit 

der Natur entdecken

160 pages

Hardcover

April  2019 


